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PREFACE 

Most modern textbooks that deal with subsurface water, or hydrogeology, include a brief 
summary of the historical development of the science. In our book, we have expanded on this 
general theme without introducing the more technical aspects of the topic. We have, however, 
emphasized two important points that are commonly overlooked. First, most of the fundamental 

contributions made during the 1800's were not American but were primarily European. Second, 
1885 was the date of the first ground -water publication of the United States Geological Survey, but 
it did not mark the birth of hydrogeology in the United States. Some American contributions were 
made about 80 years earlier. 

The authors are grateful for the assistance of many individuals. T. N. Narasimhan, M. P. 

Anderson, F. M. Phillips, D. B. Stephens, J. V. Brahana, C. W. Fetter, D. Deming, and D. I. Siegel 

were given the initial version of our book and provided numerous useful comments. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"When we study history...we trace a long series of events which have gradually led to the 
actual posture of affairs...which, without historical associations, would be uninteresting or 
imperfectly understood." 

Charles LyeII, 1830, Princip /es of Geology 

In keeping with current usage, we will define hydrogeology as the scientific study of the 
chemical character and movement of water in the subsurface (Parker, 1986; Davis, 1989; Domenico 
and Schwartz, 1990; Appendix 2a). We use the term in a restricted sense. Although water law, well 
construction, water distribution systems, and other related topics may require an in -depth knowledge 
of the science of hydrogeology, they are not part of the science itself. The term hydrogeology in its 
present meaning was used by Joseph Lucas in England more than 120 years ago (Mather, 2001; 
Prestwich, 1876). Much more recently, the term "geohydrology" was introduced, but it has 
essentially the same meaning as "hydrogeology." The use of the term "geohydrology" should 
probably be avoided (Davis, 1989). 

Why history? Most important, history should serve to keep us humble. This alone may be 
the strongest argument for a systematic look backward in time. Brilliant ideas which have been 
published with great fanfare today may prove to be a repetition of ideas stated clearly during 
previous decades. Proud researchers may suddenly realize that their contributions are but a belated 
echo of the work of some early pioneer. In a somewhat opposite vein, and perhaps more important, 
leading scientists of the past have often been shown to be completely wrong. Might leaders of today 
also be wrong? A humble and well -reasoned skepticism without pointless intellectual nihilism 
should always be used to sort through the welter of new and innovative ideas which pour out of 
current scientific communications. 

Another reason to look carefully at historical documents, which is rarely appreciated by 
hydrologic neophytes, is that the documents could be an irreplaceable source of valuable 
information. It may surprise some that careful observations which antedate the span of their own 
brief professional careers or even observations made more than one hundred years ago are not 



automatically superannuated. Indeed, in the case of water -level measurements and statistics of water 
utilization, old documents may simply be the only reliable source of data needed for the calibration 
of modern hydrodynamic models. 

Science is beset with fads, particularly in applied branches such as hydrogeology. Although 
not necessarily incorrect, fads most often provide a place for scientists to tread water with the splash 
of abundant and eye -catching activity which is devoid of forward motion. Mathematical, statistical, 
and computational tools provide the most fertile sources of flashy gimmicks which in turn can spawn 
fads. From time to time, even the simple crafting of words and acronyms can publicize fads and help 
camouflage the underlying intellectual vacuum. Although fail -proof criteria needed to separate 
current fads from truly innovative and useful science cannot be derived entirely from history, the 
boneyard of abandoned fads tells us to treat popular trends with caution. We will not dwell on fads, 
but we will emphasize in Chapters 7 and 8 the many important and useful advances made in applying 
quantitative techniques to hydrogeologic problems. 

At this point, we must confess that the preceding arguments intended to justify an interest 
in history, although probably valid, are nothing more than an after- the -fact attempt at justifying the 
authors' interest in the topic. The history of hydrogeology is interesting of itself. It is the story of 
people, their thought processes, their successes and failures, and very often the story of luck -or being 
in the right place at the right time. An interest in history does not need to be explained. 

We have chosen to cover the history of hydrogeology in the United States from 1780 through 
1950. This period of 170 years includes the feeble beginnings of the science in the United States 
through the dawn of the computer age. The narrative is cut off at 1950 for two reasons. First, at 
least four or five decades of evaluation of new ideas, techniques, and practical applications are 
needed before their true place within the science can be determined. Second, the senior author' s own 
professional career started in 1950, so the objectivity after this date could be questioned. Personal 
friendships, loyalty to former students, our own involvement with the science, and other factors 
would unavoidably warp the account if it extended beyond 1950. 

Much of the development of hydrogeology is presently obscure and will probably remain so. 

One basic difficulty lies in the nature of scientific publications. Authors of textbooks and 
monographs are easy to identify and cite as sources of scientific information. The authors of unique 
and important mathematical solutions applied to hydrogeology are even easier to be singled out and 
given credit as important contributors. Much of the advancement of the science of hydrogeology 
depends, however, on the management decisions of areas and topics to pursue, painstaking collection 
of field data, extensive chemical analyses of ground water, and presentation of results in widely 
received, prestigious publications. Full credit to key individuals in this complicated chain can rarely 
be assigned with confidence. Many important concepts in the science have grown slowly through 
the input of scores of individuals and without giant leaps of insight. We have tried to identify many 
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of these important but lesser known individuals. Inevitably, the list reflects the contributions of only 

a minor fraction of the true heros of our profession. 

Much of the history of hydrogeology in the United States can be equated with the history of 
the science as developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). This is certainly true if 
the applied aspects of the science are considered. In our narrative, however, less than half of the time 
covered is during the existence of the USGS. The early contributions came from many diverse 
sources. Physicians investigated the chemical aspects of ground water. Engineers aided with the 
drilling of deep water wells. Geologists speculated on the origin of limestone caverns and thermal 
springs. Agriculturists evaluated the possibility of large yields of ground water for the purpose of 
irrigation. We will attempt to bring these and other disparate threads of our science together to form 

a foundation for later development by scientists of the USGS. 
The high level of scientific creativity in hydrogeology in the United States at present makes 

it easy to forget that hydrogeology was not entirely a homegrown product. In actual fact, underlying 
basic ideas were dominantly European before and during the first 120 or so years of this narrative 
(Appendix 2b). We have, therefore, devoted most of the next chapter to a broad sketch of the 
general history of hydrogeology outside of the United States in order to provide an orientation for 

the discussion of hydrogeology in the United States that follows. 
Science and engineering in the United States has, from the beginning, depended heavily on 

foreign individuals (Greene, 1984; Hindle, 1956; Appendix 2c). The flow of information in the early 
years of the nation, although commonly uncertain and incomplete, was in various forms that included 
personal written correspondence, newspaper and journal articles, books, and word of mouth from 
individuals traveling to the United States from Europe. Some of the travelers such as the British 
geologist Charles Lyell (1797 -1875) returned to Europe. Many others including William Maclure 
(1765- 1840), John Audubon (1785 -1851), and Louis Agassiz (1807 -1873) eventually made their 

homes in the United States. The flow of information was also aided by the visits of early American 
scientists to Europe in order to purchase books, observe laboratory techniques, exchange ideas, and 
then return to teaching positions in American colleges (Bruce, 1987). 

It is important to note that the infusion of scientific thought and development from foreign - 
born individuals is still very important in modem times (Levin and Stephan, 1999). No better 
example can be cited than in the field of physics in which Albert Einstein came from Germany, 
Enrico Fermi came from Italy, and Edward Teller came from Hungary. Even the famous American- 
born physicist, J. Robert Oppenheimer, received his Ph.D. in theoretical physics from a German 
university in 1927. Within the field of hydrogeology, distinguished foreign -born researchers such 
as Herman Bouwer from the Netherlands, T. N. Narasimhan from India, Shlomo Neuman from 
Israel, and William Yeh from China are but a few of the modern examples of individuals who moved 
to the United States where they have continued to make important contributions in hydrogeology. 
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Chapter 2 

OUR EUROPEAN HERITAGE 

"...Isaac's servants dug in the valley and found there a well of flowing water...." 

Genesis, chapter 26, verse 19 

2.1 Introduction 

The following brief summary of the general development of hydrogeology outside of the 

United States is taken largely from an account by Davis and DeWiest (1966). Several summaries 

of the history of hydrogeology are available. Although quite incomplete in its coverage of the years 

prior to 1880, Rosenshein et al. (1985) present some of the material described in the following pages. 

Of the accounts that cover the early history, those of Tuan (1968), Adams (1938), Biswas (1970), 

and Meinzer (1942) are perhaps the most complete. The development of mathematical hydrogeology 

prior to 1950 is covered in detail by Hall (1954) and Narasimhan (1998 and 1999). In addition, a 

well -written and detailed account of the development of hydrogeology in Great Britain has been 

published recently by J. D. Mather (2004). 

2.2 Ground -Water Utilization 

In the dry regions of Asia, the universal scarcity of water, the locally dense population, and 

the dominance of agriculture resulted in an early development of the art of constructing wells and 

infiltration galleries (Bowman, 1911). The biblical account of Isaac and his herdsmen cleaning out 

Abraham's old wells and also digging a number of new wells (Genesis 27: 17 -25) is, perhaps, the 

best known early reference to well construction and maintenance. Ancient civilizations in India, 

China, and Iran also had systems of wells and galleries to supply much needed water in the arid parts 

of these countries. However, the technology of ground -water recovery, even though developed in 

far -flung centers of ancient civilizations, was funneled primarily through western Europe to the 

American colonies. 

Well construction in the Near East was accomplished by man and animal power and was 

aided by hoists and primitive hand tools. Despite great difficulties, a number of large -diameter 
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wells, some large enough to accommodate paths for donkeys, attest both to the industry of the people 

and to the scarcity of water. These wells rarely exceeded a depth of 50 meters. There is little 

evidence of technological advances in well drilling during historic times in this region despite the 
fact that Egyptians had perfected core drilling in rock as early as 3000 B.C. (Brantly, 1961a). This 

drilling was confined to stone quarry operations. Ancient Chinese, prolific in many inventions, were 
also responsible for the development of a churn drill for water wells that, in principle, is almost 

identical to modern machines (Brantly, 1961b). For the most part, the early machinery was made 

of wood and powered by human hands. Through a slow drilling rate sustained for years, and even 

decades, these ancient people were able to achieve wells of amazing depths. Bowman (1911) 
reported a depth of 1,200 meters and Tolman (1937) a depth of 1,500 meters. The deepest holes, 

however, were drilled to obtain brine and gas rather than potable water. The same methods, only 

slightly modified during the past 1,500 years, are still used today in some rural areas of Laos, 

Cambodia, Thailand, and Burma. 

The greatest achievement in ground -water utilization by ancient peoples was in the 

construction of long infiltration galleries, or kanats, which collected water from alluvial fan deposits 

and soft sedimentary rock (Wulff, 1968). These structures, commonly several kilometers long, 

collected water for both agricultural and municipal purposes. Kanats were probably used first more 

than 2,500 years ago in Iran; however, the technique of construction spread rapidly eastward to 
Afghanistan and westward to Egypt. One extensive kanat system built about the year 500 B.C. in 

Egypt is said to have irrigated 4,700 square kilometers of fertile land west of the Nile (Tolman, 

1937). Many kanats are still in use today in Iran and Afghanistan, the best known of which are in 

Iran on the alluvial fans of the Elburz Mountains. 

Owing to a lack of early cultural contact with China, modern percussion methods of well 

drilling were developed more or less independently in western Europe. The impetus for this 

development came partly from the discovery of flowing wells, first in Flanders about 1100 A.D., 

then a few decades later in eastern England and in northern Italy. One of the first wells was dug in 

1126 A.D. by Carthusian monks near the village of Lillers. In Gonnehem, Flanders (Blanchard, 
1906), near Bethune, four wells were drilled and were cased 3.5 meters above ground level so that 
they were able to deliver water at sufficient height to drive a water mill (Hagen, 1853). The wells 
were several hundred feet deep and tapped water under pressure from a formation consisting of 
fractured chalk that had its outcrop area in the higher plateaus of the Province of Artois. These and 

other similar wells in the region of Artois became so famous that flowing wells were eventually 

called artesian wells after the name of the region ( Brantly, 1961b; Norton, 1897). 

The widespread search for artesian water stimulated a rapid development of drilling 

techniques. Popular interest was so great in France that for a number of years the Royal and Central 

Society of Agriculture of France distributed annual medals and prizes to workers in the field, to 
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authors, inventors, well drillers, and to those who introduced these wells in new areas (Norton, 

1897). By the middle of the nineteenth century, a large portion of the water supply for Paris was 

from deep artesian wells. Because of the increase in subsurface temperatures with depth, water from 

at least one of the wells was quite warm and was used to heat buildings in Paris (Davis, 1999). 

Although drilling methods were more rapid and efficient in Europe than in China during the late 

eighteenth century, the depths of the wells rarely exceeded 300 meters. It was not until the end of 
the nineteenth century that the depths of water wells drilled by modern machinery exceeded the 

depth of the more primitive Chinese wells. 

The methods of drilling for water have improved rapidly during the past 100 years, owing 

in part to knowledge borrowed from oil and gas drilling. The most significant single advance in 

drilling techniques has been the development of hydraulic rotary methods. Early rotary drilling was 

done with the aid of an outer casing; however, around 1890 thick mud was found to be sufficient for 

holding up the walls of the hole and the outer casing was no longer used. With this new efficiency 

and with the successful drilling by rotary methods of the Spindle Top oil field in Texas in 1901, 

rotary drilling has steadily continued to gain in popularity (Bowman, 1911; Brantly, 1961a). 

The perfection of the deep -well turbine pump in the years between 1910 and 1930 added a 

further stimulus to the well -drilling industry. Before this time, deep wells were fitted with low - 

capacity piston pumps of poor efficiency. The new turbine pumps made feasible irrigation by wells 

in many areas hitherto underdeveloped for agriculture. The large production of these wells has 

placed a greater demand on the well -drilling industry for bigger and more permanent wells. 

Although technology is still being borrowed from the oil industry, many innovations such 

as reverse rotary drilling, gravel- envelope wells, and water -well cameras have come directly from 

the water -well industry itself. 

2.3 The Origin of Subsurface Water -Early Theories 

When the importance of ground water in the Oriental civilizations is considered, it is strange 

to note that there are so few records extant that concern theories of its origin. It remained for the 

inquisitive Greeks to speculate about the source of ground water. Even though considerable thought 

was given by the Greeks to the origin of ground water, their contributions were surprisingly sterile, 

particularly in light of the amazing progress they made in philosophy and mathematics. One 

probable reason for the lack of progress in ground -water theory was the insistence of Plato and others 

that philosophy and science be more or less separated from their important contact with 

experimentation, field observation, and practical applications. Thus, a wide gap was created between 

practice and theory. The significance of Greek thought is in the scientific dogma that it created 

during a period of almost 2,000 years. The authority of Greek writings in the earth sciences reached 

a peak in the scholasticism of Albertus Magnus (1205 -1280 A.D.) and Thomas Aquinas (1225 -1274 
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A.D.) during the Middle Ages, but still persisted with considerable strength until a scant 250 years 

ago. 

The Greeks were impressed with the large size of rivers in comparison with the observed 
runoff from heavy rains. They were also impressed by caves, sinks, and large springs characteristic 

of the limestone terrain that covers much of the Balkan Peninsula. The most common explanation 
for the origin of rivers was that they were fed from large springs, which in turn were fed by 
underground rivers or lakes nourished directly or indirectly by the ocean. Two problems confronted 
the early natural philosopher. (1) How did the ocean lose its salt? (2) How did ocean water rise 
from the level of the sea to springs high in the mountains? 

Thales (640 -546 B.C.), an Ionian philosopher of the School of Miletus, has been called the 
first true scientist. He taught that water was driven into the rocks by wind and that it was forced to 

the surface by rock pressure where it emerged as springs. Plato (427 -347 B.C.), the great Athenian 
philosopher, conceived of one large underground cavern as the source of all river water. Water was 

returned to the cavern from the ocean by various subsurface passages. The driving mechanism for 

this circulation was not fully explained. Krynine (1960) has pointed out that the foregoing 

interpretation of Plato's ideas that influenced medieval science was probably not a correct 

interpretation of his more serious thoughts on the subject. Plato's Critias contains a description of 
the hydrologic cycle that is similar to modern concepts. Although Aristotle (384 -322 B.C.) was a 

student of Plato, he modified considerably Plato's concepts of the origin of ground water. Aristotle 

taught that ground water occurred in an intricate sponge -like system of underground openings and 

that water was discharged from these openings into springs. Water vapor that emanated from the 
interior of the earth contributed the greatest part of the spring water. Aristotle did, however, 

recognize that some cavern water originated from rainwater that had infiltrated into the ground and 
had entered the cavern in liquid form rather than as vapor (Adams, 1938; Nace, 1975). 

The Romans generally followed Greek teachings in the sciences. Titus Lucretius Carus (98- 

55 B.C.), the well -known Roman poet, wrote that seawater was freshened as it was filtered through 
the subsurface (Lucretius, 1952 translation). He recognized clearly, however, the importance of 
evaporation of seawater and subsequent precipitation of the fresh water on land. Marcus Vitruvius, 

Roman architect and engineer who lived about 15 B.C., had an essentially modern concept of the 
hydrologic cycle ( Vitruvius, 1874 translation). Springs in valleys were thought to be sustained by 
subsurface water coming from the infiltration of rain and melting snow in adjacent mountains. 
Water rising as vapor from the ground and the presence of water -loving vegetation, such as willows, 
were taken by Vitruvius as indications of favorable sites for wells. Although his methods for 
detecting water vapor were generally impractical, the presence of certain types of vegetation has 

some merit as a guide to ground water in arid regions. 
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Lucius Annaeus Seneca (4 B.C. -65 A.D.), famous Stoic philosopher, wrote extensively on 
the origin of springs and rivers (Seneca, 1910 translation). He argued forcefully that rainfall is never 
sufficient to wet soil to depths of greater than about 3 meters. Therefore, according to Seneca, 

springs and rivers could not be fed by rainfall which had seeped into the subsurface. He subdivided 
dry- weather flow of rivers from flood flow that was obviously associated with periods of intense 
rainfall. The dry- weather flow was thought to be constant and sustained by moisture condensing 
from subterranean sources. The conclusions of Seneca were taken for more than 1,500 years as 

positive proof that rainfall was an insufficient source of water for springs and rivers. 
Two additional Romans, Gaius Plinius Secundas, or Pliny the Elder (23 -70 A.D.), and his 

nephew Gaius Plinius Caecilius, or Pliny the Younger (62 -113 A.D.), deserve mention. Pliny the 
Elder is best known for his rambling and noncritical collections of contemporary knowledge. He 
considered springs in mountainous regions to be the result of water rising through a complex world- 
wide system of veins. Water was forced upward by air currents and the weight of the overlying earth 
(Pliny the Elder, 1887 translation). He also gave what may be the earliest reference to fresh water 
floating on seawater within coastal aquifers (Davis, 1978). Pliny the Younger (1909 translation) is 

known for his letters, several of which relate to the earth sciences. In one letter to Licinius Sura, he 
gave an interesting description of an ebbing and flowing spring. He included four possible 
explanations of the phenomenon. In another letter to Emperor Trajan, he mentioned a plan to 
develop a spring in order to supply water for the city of Sinope. An aqueduct was to be built that 
would cross marshy ground. In what may have been the first recorded soils investigation, Pliny 
ordered "...an examination to be made...[to determine] whether it is sufficiently firm to support any 
superstructure" (Pliny the Younger, 1909 translation). 

Significant contributions to hydrogeology between the decline of the Roman civilization and 
the Middle Renaissance (roughly 500 to 1500 A.D.) were largely confined to the work of Islamic 
scholars. The first book devoted entirely to ground water was probably written by Mohammad 
Karaji, Persian scholar who lived until 1016 A.D. (Nadji,1972). In his book, he gave a surprisingly 
modem description of the origin and movement of ground water. Similar ideas were given also by 
the Persian philosopher, geographer, and mathematician Sheikh Abu Raihan al-Boon (970 -1051 

A.D.). Unfortunately, advances made by these and other Islamic scholars were not taken into 
account by later European scholars during the Renaissance. Indeed, the existence of Karaji's book 
on ground water was not generally noted by hydrogeologists until about 1970, although his 
contributions to mathematics have been recognized for a much longer period. 

Bernard Palissy (1509 -1589), a French natural philosopher, was perhaps the first European 
to have thoroughly modem views concerning the hydrologic cycle as reflected in the dialogue 
between "Theory" and "Practice" of his chapter "Des eaux et fontaines" (Cap, 1961). Nevertheless, 
many of the ideas of the Greeks and Romans prevailed until the end of the seventeenth century. Two 
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of the most influential scientists of their time, Johannes Kepler (1571- 1630), German astronomer, 
and Athanasius Kircher (1602 -1680), German mathematician, elaborated greatly on the earlier ideas 

of Seneca and Aristotle (Adams, 1938). Kepler taught that the earth was similar to a large animal, 

that seawater was digested, and that fresh water from springs was the end product of the earth's 
metabolism. The ideas of Kircher were exposed in his Mundus Subterraneus, which was first 
printed in 1664 and which soon became the standard reference work on geology for scholars of the 
seventeenth century. The work was ambitious in scope and unsurpassed in a display of spectacular 
imagination. Springs were thought to issue from large caverns in mountains. The springs were fed 

by subterranean channels connected to the sea. Whirlpools, particularly the mystical Maelström off 
the coast of Norway, were thought to mark the positions of openings to the caverns below the sea 
bottom. 

Between the dawn of scientific thinking and the end of the Renaissance, about 1600 A.D., 

little advancement was made in European hydrogeology. Five main facts were missed by all but a 
few early philosophers and scientists (Davis and DeWiest, 1966). (1) The earth does not contain a 

network of large interior caverns. (2) Although suction of the wind, capillary attraction, the forces 

of the waves, and other natural mechanisms exist to raise water against gravity, these mechanisms 

are insufficient to lift vast quantities of water in the earth's interior. (3) Seawater does not lose its 

salt by infiltrating through soil. (4) Rainfall is sufficient to account for all water discharged by rivers 

and springs. (5) Rainfall infiltrates into the ground in large quantities. 

2.4 The Founders of Hydrology 

The true source of river water was proved by two French scientists, Pierre Perrault (1611- 
1680), and Edmé Mariotte (1620 -1684) (Adams, 1938; Meinzer, 1942; Nace, 1975; Chow, 1976). 

Perrault (1967 translation) measured rainfall in the Seine River basin for the years 1668, 1669, and 
1670 and found the average to be 520 mm per year. He then estimated runoff from the basin and 

concluded that it was only one -sixth of the total volume of rain, thus proving that rainfall was more 
than sufficient to account for all stream water. Studies of evaporation and capillary rise were also 

made by Perrault. He proved that capillary rise could never form a free body of water above the 

water table and that the height of capillary rise in sand was less than one meter. Mariotte measured 

the amount of infiltration of rainwater into a cellar at the Paris Observatory. He noted that this 
infiltration, as well as spring flow at other places, varied with the rainfall. He concluded, therefore, 
that springs were fed by rainwater which infiltrated into the ground. Mariotte's important 

contributions were published in Paris in 1690, after his death, and also as collected works in Leiden 
in 1717 (Mariotte, 1717). The collected works contain Mariotte's essay "Du mouvement des eaux" 
(p. 326 -353), dealing with the properties of fluids, the origin of flowing wells, winds, storms and 

hurricanes, and other topics. Using the float method, Mariotte estimated the flow of the Seine River 
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at the Pont Royal in Paris at 200,000 fl /min, which is equivalent to about 100 m3 /sec or 3 x 109 m3 /yr 

and less than one -sixth of the total annual precipitation on the basin that provides the runoff to the 

Seine upstream of Paris. "It was therefore evident, if one third of the precipitation would evaporate 

into the ground," as Mariotte assumed, "that there would be enough water left to sustain the flow of 
wells and rivers in the basin." Thus Mariotte verified Perrault's conclusions concerning the source 

of water for runoff. Several years later, Edmund Halley (1656 -1742), the famous British astronomer, 

published studies of evaporation from the Mediterranean Sea and concluded that this evaporation 

was able to account for all the water flowing into this sea by rivers, thus adding important data in 

support of the two French scientists (Meinzer, 1942; Nace, 1975). 

Artesian wells have excited speculation since the days of the early Greeks, but correct 

explanations were not widely published until the first part of the eighteenth century. The best 

documented explanation was by Antonio Vallisnieri (1661- 1730), president of the University of 
Padua, Italy, who published a paper in 1715 on the artesian water in northern Italy. He illustrated 

his paper with some of the earliest geologic cross sections, which were drawn for him by Johann 

Scheuchzer (Adams, 1938). 

The hydrogeologic importance of local geologic settings was probably appreciated fully for 

the first time by Joseph Elkington (1739- 1806), who applied his practical knowledge to problems 

of drainage of agricultural lands (Stephens and Ankeny, 2004). Effects of stratification and 

topography were illustrated by numerous detailed cross sections prior to the better -known work of 
William Smith. 

Although anticipated somewhat by the work of Hagen and Poiseuille with capillary flow, 

Henry Darcy (1803 -1858) was the first person to state clearly the mathematical law that governs the 

flow of ground water (Darcy,1856; Freeze, 1994). Darcy was a well -known French engineer whose 

main practical achievement was to develop a water supply for the city of Dijon, France. The 

development of his equation was the result of experimentation with filter sands and was presented 

in 1856 in an appendix of a report on the municipal water supply of Dijon. His report, however, 

resembled a scientific monograph on hydraulics more than it did a present -day engineering report. 

2.5 Modern Hydrogeology 

Developments during the past century have been along three more or less separate lines: (1) 

elaboration of the relation between geology and ground -water occurrences, (2) development of 
mathematical equations and computer programs to describe the movement of water through rocks 

and unconsolidated sediments, and (3) the study of the chemistry of ground water, or 

hydrogeochemistry. This includes recent advances in contaminant hydrogeology. 

The development of the relation between geology and ground -water occurrence is commonly 

difficult to associate with individual names. In general, many geologists have contributed to specific 



problems. For example, the occurrence of ground water in areas of perennially frozen ground has 
been studied by a large number of Russian geologists. Many Dutch and Belgian geologists have 
contributed to the understanding of ground water in coastal aquifers (Drabbe and Badon -Ghyben, 
1889). Japanese geologists and geophysicists have made numerous contributions to the 
understanding of hot springs. The English have made several contributions (Mather, 2004), one of 
which was an early application of geology by William Smith in 1827 to increase the water supply 
of Scarborough, England (Sheppard, 1917). After a study of the local geology, he recommended that 
ground -water storage be increased by partially damming a spring. Charles Darwin (1809 -1882) 
described shallow, fresh -water wells in coral islands (Darwin, 1845; Davis, 1978). Fluctuations of 
water levels in the wells were related to the influence of ocean tides. Fresh water in the aquifers was 
attributed to rainwater which had seeped into the subsurface to subsequently displace the underlying 
seawater. He also pointed out that the fresh water and the seawater tended to mix to produce 
brackish water if the aquifer was highly permeable. Joseph Lucas (1846 -1926) was probably the 
British engineer and scientist most dedicated to hydrogeologic work during the last part of the 
1800's. Mather et al. (2004) cite 57 reports and publications related to water and generated by Lucas 
during the years 1869 through 1896. A. Daubrée (1887) of France wrote one of the earliest general 
treatises on the geological aspects of ground water. 

Advances in ground -water hydraulics can be identified with individual people because 
specific equations are commonly published rather than the generalized concepts which are so 
important in classical geology. Jules Dupuit (1863) of France was the first scientist to develop an 
equation for the flow of water into a well. This work was published only seven years after Darcy's 
monograph, yet successfully utilized Darcy's law. In 1906, Gunther Thiem (1906) of Germany 
modified Dupuit's equation so that he could actually compute the hydraulic characteristics of an 
aquifer by pumping a well and observing the effects in other wells in the vicinity. For many years 
Thiem continued to perfect his method and to apply it to various field situations. Modern methods 
of higher mathematics were first applied extensively to ground -water flow by Phillip Forchheimer 
(1886) of Austria. He introduced the concept of equipotential surfaces and their relation to 
streamlines. He was also the first to apply Laplace's equation and the method of images. 

The mathematical tools utilized by nineteenth and early twentieth century scientists and 
engineers working with ground -water problems were developed in northern Europe. Those that the 
French scientist Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768 -1830) developed are probably the most 
important. Fourier studied heat conduction which was mathematically parallel to ground -water flow 
(Darcy's law) and the flow of electricity (Ohm's law), as well as a number of other phenomena 
(Narasimhan, 1999). This parallelism has been one of the most important aids to advances in 
quantitative hydrogeology. For example, as we will see later, C. V. Theis used the solution of a heat 
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conduction problem and translated it into hydrodynamic terms to arrive at one of the most 

fundamental equations in ground -water studies. 

Joseph Boussinesq (1842 -1929), well -known French hydraulician (Rouse and Ince, 1963), 

published the first general equations describing nonsteady -state flow of ground water in 1877. He 

applied the equations to base -flow recession in rivers. This work was amplified and interpreted 

geologically by Edmond Maillet, also of France. 

René D'Andrimont was a noted Belgian engineer whose work has received little notice in 

the United States with the exception of a thorough review of coastal ground -water problems by 

Brown (1925). D'Andrimont's major works were published during the period of 1902 to 1906. 

Besides his extensive studies of the subsurface floatation of fresh water on seawater, he clearly 

demonstrated the existence of local ground -water circulation systems superimposed on a regional 

flow system. This was accomplished by means of dyes introduced into "sand -box models." 

The subject of ground water has attracted the attention of many Russian researchers (Zektser 

and Kononoy, 1999). Among them, the name and contribution of Zhukovsky, pioneer of the air -foil 

theory, and even more the name of Pavlovsky (1956) are outstanding. Unfortunately, except for 

Polubarinova's book (Polubarinova -Kochina, 1962), little of this work has become available to the 

western scientist in the form of unabridged translation into English. In the field of hydrology, Selin- 

Bekchurin (Polubarinova -Kochina, 1962) has been prominent. 

Chemical analyses of water have been routine for more than 150 years. The successful 

correlation of water chemistry with the hydrologic and geologic environments, or 

hydrogeochemistry, however, was slow to develop. The fact that the chemical character of ground 

water is influenced by the enclosing rocks was recognized by very early students of the topic (Davis, 

1973; Ardemans, 1724; Limon-Montero, 1697). Detailed understanding of chemical processes was 

lacking, nevertheless, so many of the early concepts were discarded as the science progressed. Early 

studies of water chemistry were made by B. M. Lersch of Germany in 1864 and T. S. Hunt of Canada 

in 1865. Hunt made some of the early attempts at geochemical interpretations. 

Modern trends in hydrochemistry include the perfection of sampling and analytical methods 

to determine various trace constituents, particularly organic compounds found in water; the 

utilization of the origin and age of ground water; the investigation of the origin of subsurface brines; 

and the application of principles of physical chemistry to mineral -water systems in the subsurface. 

Some of the earliest and most effective applications of physical chemistry to general problems of 
hydrochemistry were made by M. J. N. Pourbaix of Belgium in the 1940's. 

Even by modern standards, chemical studies of water in France, Sweden, Germany, and, 

particularly, England (Hamlin, 1990) were quite sophisticated by the 1870's. For example, Prestwich 

discussed the importance of nitrate as an indicator of contamination by human waste in ground -water 

supplies near Oxford, England (Prestwich, 1876). He recognized the origin of the nitrate and also 
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pointed out that nitrate could be reduced to nitrogen and ammonia gases and, therefore, would not 
always be a reliable indicator of contamination. This process, although it has been thoroughly 
studied, is commonly overlooked even today. 

The potential for ground -water pollution from human waste was recognized clearly by 
Ardemans (Davis, 1973), and probably many others, since early in the eighteenth century. However, 
the recognition that certain diseases could be transmitted through ground water came much later. 
Scientific proof that well water might carry pathogens was presented about 150 years ago. Although 
Hippocrates, Galen, Vitruvius, and other classical writers recognized some relation between water 
quality and human health, their ideas were poorly defined and commonly inconsistent. Numerous 
writers from ancient times have also advocated porous filters for drinking water. Nevertheless, the 
primary purpose of the filters was not to prevent water -borne diseases but to provide water free from 
turbidity, color, and unpleasant odors. It remained for the British physician, John Snow (1813 -1858), 
to demonstrate in 1854 with brilliant epidemiological detective work that an outbreak of cholera in 
St. James Parish of London was caused by contaminated water from the Broad Street well. Only two 
years later, William Budd postulated that typhoid fever was transmitted through contaminated water 
and milk. Subsequent work by many others confirmed Budd's ideas and also identified numerous 
cases of infection from contaminated well water. 
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Chapter 3 

IN THE BEGINNING, 1780 -1820 

"As long as the pamperings of luxury and the love of ease shall prevail over simplicity in diet, 
and an active life; so long will the springs be resorted to by a train of such invalids." 

John Meeker, "Spring at Schooley's Mountain, New Jersey, Morris County," 1815 

3.1 Status of Early Science 

The first 40 years of the United States span a particularly critical period in the nation's 
history. Hostilities of the Revolutionary War closed in 1781 with the surrender of the British under 

General Charles Cornwallis, but hostilities flared up again during the War of 1812. True unification 

of the country came only with the adoption of the Constitution in 1789 and with the election of 
George Washington as the first president of the United States in the same year. With the Louisiana 

Purchase in 1803, the size of the young country doubled, and the westward movement of settlers 

accelerated, commonly at the brutal expense of the indigenous people. With monumental problems 

of taxation, transportation, international commerce, internal politics, and military threats of foreign 

powers, it is amazing that within this political and social maelstrom more than 40 colleges and other 

institutions of higher learning were established in the United States between 1780 and 1820. 

Early colleges were established largely to supply clergy for various denominations. Some 

colleges also offered training for lawyers and medical doctors as well as future teachers. Unlike 

modem universities, most early colleges provided only minimal training in the natural sciences. 

With a few notable exceptions, scientific advances in the former British colonies were only related 

indirectly, if at all, to college- centered or government- sponsored work. 

The outstanding American scientist of the day was Benjamin Franklin (1706 -1790), who is 

also remembered variously as an inventor, diplomat, publisher, and politician. He even took time 

to compose music of modest scope. Although instrumental in establishing an institution that later 

evolved into the University of Pennsylvania, Franklin was himself almost entirely self-taught. 

Most schoolchildren today are given the exciting story of Benjamin Franklin and his 

experiment with the kite during an electrical storm. Unfortunately, this picture of his work is 

commonly distorted by leaving out an account of his months of scientific work with electricity that 
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preceded the famous kite experiment. It was far more than just an accidental result of an afternoon 

lark. Among Franklin's brief statements on other matters was his concern about urban construction 

causing rapid surficial runoff of snowmelt and rainwater thus preventing ground -water recharge 

(Blake, 1956). This lack of recharge of fresh water of excellent quality would, according to Franklin, 

allow the deterioration of existing sources, presumably owing to the waste disposal in nearby urban 

cesspools. His conclusions are just as appropriate today as they were more than 200 years ago. 

Another self-taught early scientist of considerable note was Nathaniel Bowditch (1773-1838), 

mathematician and astronomer whose practical work on navigation was without equal even decades 

after his death. Bowditch was said to be one of the few Americans who could read and understand 

the contemporary European advances in mathematics. 

Further information on the general status of science in the period 1780 -1820 is given by 

Greene (1984), Harkányi (1990), and Hindle (1956). 

3.2 Scientific Expeditions 

Government support for science in the United States developed slowly. The first United 

States Congress gave careful consideration to a petition from John Churchman in 1789 for funding 

of an expedition to Baffin Bay in order to study the earth's magnetic field (Silverman, 1998). This 

first petition for the support of a scientific effort, however, was denied, probably on the basis of the 

uncertain financial status of the national treasury. The first major scientific effort financed by the 

government was the Lewis and Clark expedition of 1802 through 1805. The expedition was staffed 

by personnel of the U.S. Army. Despite a lack of scientific training of the members, the expedition 

made extensive observations related to zoology, ethnology, geology, and botany. These valuable 

observations were supported by large collections of animals and plants. The expedition was a 

scientific as well as a political success far beyond the expectations of its primary sponsor, President 

Thomas Jefferson. 

More than a decade later in 1819, a massive expedition of about 1,000 men set off on six 

steam -driven river boats that went up the Missouri River. The major objective was to establish a fort 

at the mouth of the Yellowstone River. Interestingly, a corps of trained scientists was part of the so- 

called Yellowstone Expedition (Goetzmann,1966). Unfortunately, a series of mishaps rendered the 

undertaking an almost complete failure. A pattern for the financial support of later expeditions, 

however, was set. 

With the exception of the relatively small amount of money spent on a few expeditions, 

science in general and hydrogeology in particular had no significant support from either 

governmental sources or from academic institutions. Motivations for early scientific studies were 

evidently for applied goals or to satisfy natural curiosity or a combination of both. Two important 
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practical objectives were to establish water supply systems and to provide health benefits. Water - 
supply problems will be considered first. 

33 Urban Water Supply 

The supply of water to urban areas in the eastern states became a problem as populations 
increased. Initially, because of the ample precipitation and a resulting shallow water table, springs 
and dug wells were relied on for domestic needs. The quantity available under normal circumstances 
may have sufficed, but fire suppression commonly demanded more water than available sources 
could provide. Quality for domestic use also became a problem. Although the discovery of water- 
borne pathogens was decades into the future, turbidity and noxious odors were certainly to be 
avoided. The lack of sewer systems meant that in some districts cesspools were a major source of 
ground -water recharge. However, overshadowing everything else was the problem of yellow fever 
(Melosi, 2000; Tobey, 1930; Blake, 1956). 

Every few years the disease struck down thousands of people. The plague would hit coastal 
cities in the United States during the summer. Citizens would flee in great panic to inland towns 
leaving cities such as Philadelphia, New Orleans, Boston, and New York practically deserted. 
Caribbean Islands and Central America were also particularly hard -hit. Three- fourths ofNapoleon's 
finest troops sent to quell the Haitian revolt were reported to have died from yellow fever (Jomini, 
1864). Napoleon's inability to field an effective army in the New World in the face of this disastrous 
malady was thought by some to have been one of the hidden factors in his willingness to sell the 
Louisiana Territory to the United States (Tobey, 1930). Much later, the famous Frenchman, 
Ferdinand de Lesseps, who was the prime mover for the Suez Canal, was forced to abandon his 
attempt to construct the Panama Canal after losing thousands of workmen to malaria as well as to 
yellow fever. 

Despite the overriding seriousness of yellow fever, no generally accepted theory as to its 

origin was developed at the time. Valentine Seaman actually noted in 1796 that mosquitoes may 
have had something to do with the sickness (Appendix 2d; Appendix 2e). The most common theory 
was that filthy streets and water were to blame, so several cities made an effort to take proper care 
of all types of waste. Although a significant improvement in sanitary conditions resulted, periodic 
visitations of the disease persisted. Not until the end of the nineteenth century was the true villain, 
the mosquito, identified as the essential factor in spread of the sickness. 

In order to provide a proper source of water free from the dreaded yellow fever, some of the 
larger cities dug shallow wells throughout the urban areas. Provision was made for public wells in 
New York as early as 1658, and for Boston it was a little more than 100 years later (Blake, 1956). 

Sanitary conditions around the wells, however, must have been difficult to maintain. Even in rural 
areas of today in many countries, village wells are the sites of bathing and washing clothes with the 
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excess water returning to the well by seepage around the well. Blake (1956) reported that 
Philadelphia supplied its citizens in 1796 with about 300 public wells, and New York had 249 
"public pumps" in 1809. For some reason, water from shallow wells in New York were of inferior 
quality. This led to water vendors who sold water hauled by wagon from some spring. The best 
water in New York at the time was reported to come from a spring known as the Tea Water Garden 
Pump (Blake, 1956). 

3.4 Thermal and Mineral Springs 

The broad aspects of the hydrologic cycle were well understood among scientifically 
educated individuals by 1800 (Dwight, 1813). The fact that rainfall nourished streams, springs, and 
shallow aquifers was almost self -evident from the most casual observations of the connection 
between rainfall and the amount of water discharged by streams and springs or the water level 
fluctuations in shallow wells. Some mystery was still associated, nevertheless, with thermal and 
mineral springs as well as with artesian water from deep wells. Owing to reported health benefits 
from imbibing or bathing in certain waters, an active commercial interest developed in many of the 
mineral and thermal springs. Among those that were developed about the same time or prior to the 
Revolutionary War, Berkeley Springs in Virginia (now West Virginia) and numerous smaller springs 
in the Ballston - Saratoga Springs area north of Albany, New York, (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) are, perhaps, 
the best known. 

A number of lesser known springs were also studied within the 1780 to 1820 period. 
Typically, the geology immediately surrounding the spring was described along with a qualitative 
or semiquantitative evaluation of the water chemistry. Among early reports were those of D. R. 
Arnell (1814) for the Cheechunk Spring in Orange County, New York; J. Baltzell (1802) for the 
Sweet Springs in Virginia; and S. Tenney (1793) for springs at Saratoga, New York. 

Berkeley Springs has a relatively large discharge of about 1,250 gallons per minute (roughly 
80 liters per second). The water issues from a fractured Paleozoic sandstone. The water from the 
spring is slightly thermal, being some 20 °F (about 11°C) above the mean annual air temperature in 
the region, which is about 50 °F or 10 °C. The chemical quality of the spring water is excellent with 
only about 165 mg/L of dissolved solids, which is far less than would be considered as a "mineral 
spring." The attraction of the spring water rests on its temperature and chemical purity. Early 
reports of medicinal benefits were misguided or were intended to promote commercial development. 
This attraction was great and led to land development. Initial speculation as to the source of the heat 
related it to cooling magma at great depth, while in actual fact the heating is caused simply by the 
deep circulation of the ground water. The last intrusion of magma in the region was during Permian 
time, or more than 200 million years ago, a time sufficiently long to have cooled the magma to solid 
rock with a temperature at ambient values for the region. The normal rise in temperature with depth 
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is about 1°F for every 60 ft of depth (1°C per 33 m depth), so a depth of circulation of more than 
1,000 ft (300 m) is suggested for the ground water. 

Outside of claims for the therapeutic value of the water based on promotional enthusiasm, 
there was little of interest in the water from Berkeley Springs for the chemist. It was water of 
exceptional purity without any unusual taste, odor, or color. In contrast, springs about 30 mi (48 km) 
north of Albany, New York, discharged water of very unique chemical character. These springs that 
are distributed along a linear zone from the towns of Ballston in the south and Saratoga Springs in 
the north stirred the interest of a number of early chemists. 

Water from the Ballston -Saratoga Springs system of springs rises from great depths along 
a fracture zone in Paleozoic carbonate rocks. Chemically, the water is brackish with substantial 
amounts of sodium and chloride ions (Kemp, 1912). The most unusual characteristic of the water 
is its large content of carbon dioxide (Putman and Young, 1985; Swanner, 1988). Owing to tales 
of the curative powers of the spring waters, the area had numerous spas developed for public use 
soon after the Revolutionary War. Most of the springs were sites for holes drilled in order to 
intercept a greater amount of spring water, so the springs today are actually wells. 

Some of the earliest complete analyses of ground water in the United States were made of 
samples from the Saratoga Springs- Ballston system. Part of the motivation for making the analyses 
was to try to determine the therapeutic benefits of the water (Steele, 1817). Another motivation was 
purely economic. Meade (1832) and others followed the lead of Torbern Bergman (1735 -1784) of 
Sweden who tried to duplicate the composition of natural mineral water by mixing known amounts 
of chemicals in an artificial concoction. This conveniently bypassed the owners of the natural 
mineral springs. Powders to be mixed with drinking water that supposedly duplicated Saratoga 
mineral water were marketed in the United States for many years (Davis and Davis, 1997). 

If the then limited understanding of geology is taken into account, these early chemists made 
reasonable interpretations of their data. At least three of these early chemists deserve mention: 
Valentine Seaman (1770 -1817), William Meade (1770 -1834), and John Honeywood Steel (1780- 
1838; Figure 3.3). All three were trained as medical doctors. Two factors probably account for the 
dominance of medical doctors who studied ground water chemistry (Table 3.1). First, and probably 
most important, was the general belief that many mineral springs had important curative powers. 
Second, training of the doctors included substantial instruction in chemistry. The only other 
professional group at the time that had extensive training in chemistry were assayers. However, their 
interest was in solid ore deposits, not water. 
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John Honeywood Steel 
(1780 -1838) 

Figure 3.3 John Honeywood Steel (also spelled Steele), early medical doctor and 
water chemist of Saratoga Springs, New York (drawing courtesy of Saratoga County 
Historical Society). 
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Table 3.1 Some Early American Scientists Making Water Analyses Prior to 1820 

Name of Analyst Approximate Dates of 
Earliest Analyses 

Source of Sample Reference 

James Freeman Dana 

(M.D.) 

prior to 1817 Saratoga Springs Kemp, 

1912 

Mr. Griscom prior to 1819 probably Saratoga 

Springs 

Steel, 

1819 

William J. McNeven 

(M.D.) 

(also spelled MacNeven 

or McNevin) 

prior to 1815 Schooley's 
Mountain, NJ 

Meeker, 

1815 

William Meade (M.D.) 1817 Saratoga Springs and 

Lebanon Spring 

Meade, 

1817 

Valentine Seaman (M.D.) 1793 Saratoga Springs and 

Ballston 

Seaman, 

1809 

John Honeywood Steel 

(M.D.) 

(also spelled Steele) 

1817 Saratoga Springs Steel, 

1817 

Vandervoort (M.D.) prior to 1809 Ballston Seaman, 

1809 

3.5 Valentine Seaman (1770 -1817) 

The first attempt at a quantitative chemical analysis of ground water within the United States 
was probably made by Valentine Seaman in his dissertation for his M.D. degree in 1793. Quotations 

and discussion of his studies are based on the second edition of his dissertation that was published 
in 1809. Owing to the approximate nature of some of the analyses and the omission of magnesium, 

one of the major components, Davis and Davis (1997) suggested that a somewhat later analysis of 
water from a spring in Ballston might be a candidate for the earliest quantitative analysis of ground 

water from the United States. This sample was actually analyzed in France by an unnamed French 
chemist (Hosack,1814; Appendix 2f). The analysis was probably made in 1807, and the results were 
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widely circulated prior to later publication. Seaman (1809) was very critical of the results, primarily 
on the basis of the unreasonably large dissolved gas content that was reported. 

Seaman was almost certainly the first scientist in the United States who made analyses of gas 
that was given off from ground water. He noted that a candle flame went out when placed in the gas 
from springs at Saratoga Springs. Also, a chicken and a kitten were "irrecoverably dead" after a few 
minutes immersed in the gas. On a more technical note, a white precipitate formed when the gas was 
bubbled through "lime- water." Seaman concluded correctly that the gas was "carbonic acid gas" 

(CO2). 
The origin ofthe CO2 was a difficult problem for Seaman, as indeed it still is today (Swanner, 

1988; Davis and Davis, 1997). To quote Seaman: 

The manner by which these waters become charged with their iron, lime, salt, and alkali, 
hardly needs an explanation. As all these substances exist ready formed in the bowels of the 
earth, and water after being loaded with the carbonic acid, cannot pass over them without 
taking up a part; but the manner in which it gains this aerial impregnation, as the carbonic 
acid does not naturally exist in an uncombined state in the earth, is not so easily accounted 
for. The carbonic acid is extricated from its combinations, in the large way, by three 
different processes, viz. by fermentation, by the action of a stronger acid, and by heat. 
(Seaman, 1809, p. 112) 

Seaman dismissed the fermentation of organic material as an origin of the CO2 without an 
explanation. He evidently did not consider that the ancient rocks would still contain sufficient 
amounts of decaying organic material to account for the gas. Seaman next considered the possibility 
that some strong acid may be reacting with the carbonate rocks causing the production of copious 
amounts of gas. He then shows that the quantity of gas evolved would not be sufficient under 
reasonable conditions. Furthermore, the most likely strong acid would be sulfuric acid, but the water 
contains virtually no sulfate. By the process of elimination, Seaman concluded that the most likely 
origin would be the heating of the carbonate rocks to drive out the CO2. The fact that the water 
carrying the CO2 was not hot or even warm was difficult for Seaman to explain. He suggested that 
heat was adsorbed in certain chemical reactions and that heat was also lost in the distance that the 
water may travel. Two factors not mentioned by Seaman are the great length of time available for 
cooling and the small discharge of almost all of the springs. This would provide a chance for cooling 
as the water migrates slowly to the earth's surface. 

Unlike the next two individuals that are discussed, Seaman did not continue his work in 
water chemistry beyond the initial study for his dissertation and additions made for the second 
edition of the dissertation. Seaman was for many subsequent years a surgeon at the New York 
Hospital. 
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3.6 William Meade (1770 -1834) 

William Meade was born in Ireland and received his M.D. degree from Edinburgh in 1790. 

He moved to the United States in 1809. There is no record of his medical practice after arriving in 
the United States. He published two small books and three journal articles on the topic of the quality 
of ground water. In addition, Meade wrote on coal, lead, and zircon. He was a member of a number 
of learned societies. 

Despite bitter criticism by John Steel of Meade's analyses (Meade, 1817), the results appear 
to be more reliable than those of Steel (Davis and Davis, 1997). Steel was also highly critical of 
Meade's conclusions concerning the medical benefits to be obtained from drinking the Saratoga 
mineral water. 

Meade evidently spent a lot of effort in trying to artificially duplicate the mineral content of 
the better known Saratoga spring waters (Meade, 1832). Even though he claimed success, he still 
recommended that persons needing medicinal water should drink the real spring water rather than 
a substitute. 

Meade sampled a slightly thermal spring at New Lebanon some 50 mi (80 km) southeast of 
Saratoga Springs (Meade, 1818). He made an analysis of the gas carried to the surface by the spring 
water and concluded that it was almost entirely "azotic" gas (nitrogen). Inasmuch as the recharge 
water for the spring must have originally contained oxygen from contact with the atmosphere during 
recharge of the spring system, the virtual absence of oxygen in the water was somewhat puzzling. 
Meade speculated that the oxygen was removed by reacting in the subsurface with buried organic 
material, pyrite, or elemental iron. Except for the unlikely existence of elemental iron, Meade's 
ideas are reasonable. 

3.7 John Honeywood Steel (1780 -1838) 

The largest number of chemical analyses of ground water made in the United States prior to 
1820 were almost certainly made by Steel (also spelled Steele), who lived in Saratoga Springs. He 
was trained, like many doctors of his day, as an apprentice to a local doctor (Stone, 1875). Steel did 
not travel extensively except as a physician on board a naval ship during the War of 1812. Despite 
his more or less provincial life, he must have been widely read and must have carried on an extensive 
correspondence with other intellectuals. Besides being a successful medical doctor, he was, for his 
time, an accomplished chemist and geologist. 

In addition to the six or seven common constituents reported in his analyses, Steel was 
interested in minor and trace constituents found in the Saratoga waters. Iron in the samples was 
routinely reported. Also, for the first time in the United States, Steel detected iodine in a sample 
from one of the Saratoga springs (Kemp, 1912). The concentrations of iodine reported by Steel, 
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which were in the range of 40 to 45 mg/L, were, however, at least an order of magnitude greater than 

analyses made 40 or 50 years later (Kemp, 1912). 

Although Steel was puzzled by the large amount of CO2 discharged with the waters of 
Ballston and Saratoga Springs, he considered it an unsolved mystery and did not speculate as to its 

origin. The relatively high concentrations of sodium and chloride in the water, nevertheless, stirred 

Steel's practical interests. He was instrumental in organizing a company to bore for salt that he 

hoped would be the origin of the sodium chloride in the water. But, after drilling only 110 feet (34 

m), the enterprise was abandoned (Kemp, 1912). 

3.8 Summary 

The four decades from 1780 to 1820 span the uncertain and sketchy development of 
hydrogeology in the newly formed Untied States of America. Provisions for research and 

development in the sciences including hydrogeology were lacking at the state and federal levels. 

Academic institutions also generally lacked trained scientists, so contributed little to the 

understanding of subsurface water. Practical considerations, however, stimulated some development 

in at least two ways. First, a supply of clean water was desired, primarily for domestic use. The 

generally held belief that the terrible scourge of yellow fever was related to unsanitary conditions 

added stimulus to the digging of wells in urban areas. Second, the accepted idea that certain springs 

discharged water having important therapeutic properties greatly increased the interest, particularly 

of medical doctors, in the chemistry of ground water. By 1820 several scientists, most of whom 

were medical doctors, were making reasonably complete water analyses. However, the geochemical 

interpretation of the resultant data was rudimentary although realistic. 
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Chapter 4 

THE ANTEBELLUM YEARS, 1820 -1860 

"According to tolerably accordant experiments in Artesian wells, it has been shown that the 
(earth's) heat increases on an average of about 1° for every 51.5 feet." 

Alexander von Humboldt, Cosmos, volume 1, 1844 

4.1 Political and Scientific Background 

The period of 1820 -1860 encompasses several important events in the development of the 
United States. A full -scale but short war (1846 -1848) was waged with Mexico. Open hostilities 
almost developed with England over the placement of the country's northern and northwestern 
boundaries. The brutal encroachment of European and American settlers on lands inhabited by the 
indigenous peoples continued without abatement. Problems associated with the impossibly cruel 
practice of slavery produced a rising crescendo of hate -filled political tirades. In the West, the poor 
beavers were hunted to near extinction to satisfy nothing more than the superficial fashions of the 
day. Driven by financial rewards, the legendary mountain men in search of beaver became the 
advance platoon of the army of pioneers to people the West. It seems strange today that so much of 
western history including heated international boundary disputes related to this overgrown buck- 
toothed rodent. 

The Wilkes naval expedition, under Charles Wilkes (1798- 1877), was likely the most 
ambitious undertaking involving scientists that was financed by the federal government prior to the 
Civil War. Like the Yellowstone Expedition, it helped set an important precedent for later federally 
funded expeditions. The necessary political support for the expedition at the time did not involve 
questions of slavery that plagued land -based expeditions into newly acquired territories in western 
United States. The motives of the land -based work were always questioned by southern politicians 
who suspected that first steps towards admission of nonslave states were underfoot. The practical 
motives of the Wilkes expedition were to chart coastal areas in the Pacific Ocean, note abundance 
of fur animals (sea otters in particular), and study the migration routes of whales. James Dwight 
Dana (1813 -1895) was the geologist on the expedition. He later became an internationally 
recognized scientist at Yale University. 
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The Wilkes expedition occupied most of the period of 1838 through 1842. The flotilla 
consisted of six ships. Besides detailed work along the northwest coast of North America, the 
expedition visited 280 islands, charted the coast of Antarctica, and logged 85,000 miles. The most 
significant geographic discovery was that Antarctica was a continent and not an extended ice flow. 
An interesting reflection of the nationalism of the times was Wilkes' opposition to the use of 
European scientists to help with the study of the vast collection of specimens brought back by the 
expedition. Wilkes even tried to have scientists translate all Latin terms into English "in the name 
of democracy and the public's sake" (Bruce, 1987). 

At first glance, developments in hydrogeology were minimal and predictable in the four 
decades covered in this chapter. Chemical analyses of ground water, particularly from mineral 
springs, continued and expanded somewhat (Davis and Davis, 1997; Steel and Perry, 1856). The 
techniques required to drill holes deeper than 1,000 ft (305 m) were developed and applied to 
exploration for brine deposits as well as artesian water (Bowman, 1911). Geology textbooks of the 
time generally gave only an intellectual nod towards hydrogeology. However, the period under 
consideration is very important, but primarily in an indirect way. Geology emerged during these 
years as a separate science in the United States. 

4.2 Development of Geology 

Ground water, of course, occupies pore space within geologic material, so the occurrence and 
configuration of geologic material are fundamental to the understanding of hydrogeology. One 
measure of the growth of geology as a science is in the appearances in the United States of numerous 
elementary textbooks on geology. Nickles (1923) listed 16 such books written before 1860. Of 
these books, the earliest was published in 1825 by Jeremiah Van Rensselaer. Most textbooks, 
however, were published later in the 1840's and 1850's. 

Teaching geology in college was, at first, combined with chemistry or other established 
scientific topics. By 1860, the subject of geology was taught as a separate and important topic. 
Some of the professors of note who helped shape early geology in the United States were Benjamin 
Silliman (1779 -1864) at Yale, Ebenezer Emmons (1798 -1863) at Williams, Louis Agassiz (1807- 
1873) at Harvard, Edward Hitchcock (1793 -1864) at Amherst (Appendix 1h), Amos Eaton (1776- 
1842) at Rensselaer, and William Barton Rogers (1805 -1881) at Virginia. 

Although it was not a formal educational institution, the collection of intellectuals at New 
Harmony, Indiana, was an effective element in the growth of geology in the United States. New 
Harmony started as a Utopian experiment, first by a religious group, then as a social organization 
by the famous social reformer, Robert Owen (1771- 1858). Robert Owen's experiment lasted only 
two years after which the property was taken over by his partner, William Maclure (1763 -1840), in 
1827. After advanced studies in Europe, Robert Owen's son, David Dale Owen (1807 -1860) 
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(Appendix 11), was granted use of a massive building at New Harmony called the Rapp Granary. 
This served as a combined museum, library, lecture hall, and chemistry laboratory for David Dale 
Owen and his associates (Appendix 2g). Even though the Utopian experiment was past history, the 
intellectual activities at New Harmony continued and served to attract distinguished guests 
throughout the antebellum years. 

With his base of operations at New Harmony, David Dale Owen made initial studies of the 

geology of Indiana, Arkansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Kentucky as well as more localized 

studies in Missouri, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Illinois. In order to accomplish such a vast 
undertaking, Owen hired a large group of assistants that, according to Hitchcock (1855, p. 368), 
included at one time as many as 120 individuals. 

4.3 State and Federal Geological Surveys 

The rapid addition of immense tracts of public lands from, first, the Louisiana Purchase 
(1803) and, next, the treaty ending the Mexican War (1848) posed a continuing question. How much 
of the land would remain in the public domain, and how much and under what conditions would land 
be given or sold to private owners? One aspect of the problem was the need for an assessment of 
the land value. In particular, the agricultural potential and the presence of valuable mineral deposits 
had to be evaluated. This was one of the major reasons that federal and state land surveys staffed 
by geologists came into being. The excitement of the 1849 Gold Rush in California swept the 
country and raised hopes of encountering untold riches if only careful surveys would be made of the 
wilderness lands. 

Between 1830 and 1860, geological surveys were established in 14 states (Merrill, 1924). 

Although many of the surveys were poorly funded by their respective states, they were responsible 
for a large part of the geologic work accomplished in the United States prior to the Civil War. In 

many states, a college or university professor was designated as the chief of the survey, and 
temporary help, commonly college students, would do much of the field work. Tasks assigned to 
the surveys generally were focused on the evaluation of natural resources. States with early surveys 
usually had more than enough precipitation to maintain agriculture, and water for domestic supplies 
was readily available from streams, springs, and shallow wells. As a consequence, general 
evaluations of normal ground -water resources were not given consideration. However, water from 
mineral springs and some hot springs was considered to be valuable assets because of supposed 
therapeutic properties. Some attention was given to these resources by surveys in New York and 
Virginia. 

For federal land outside of state boundaries, special surveys were authorized by Congress 
(Goetzmann, 1966). Results of the Pacific Railroad Surveys and official and semiofficial work by 
early geologists such as Hayden, Newberry, and Featherstonhaugh (Merrill, 1924) are outstanding 
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examples. Objectives of the federal surveys, like those of the states, included the evaluation of 
mineral resources. But for the most part, they had a much broader official objective of, first, 
determining the best transcontinental route for a railroad to the Pacific Coast. Secondary interests 
related to possibilities of developing land for farming along potential routes. As a lasting monument 
to these early scientists, they did not confine their work to strictly utilitarian objectives and paid 
careful attention to paleontology, stratigraphy, and mineralogy of the country that was explored. By 

1860, the broad geologic outlines of the nation had emerged. 
One of the areas of geology of intense popular interest was the interface between religion and 

geology. Unconsolidated material common in the northern states was originally ascribed to Noah's 
flood but later was proved to have been deposited by ancient glaciers. Darwin's Origin of Species 
caused a monumental display of religious pyrotechnics at the end of the period covered in this 
chapter. The length of geologic time, the succession of fossils, and many other aspects of geology 
were centers of very lively discussion, a ruckus that has even yet to disappear. The problem of 
Genesis and geology did, however, help to place geology in the intellectual mainstream of the day. 

4.4 The Temperature of Ground Water 

The nature of the interior of the earth has fascinated, and continues to fascinate, a large 
number of scientists. Some of the earliest useful data related to the earth's interior came from a 
study of ground -water temperatures by the French physicist, Dominique François Arago (Davis, 
1999). From temperatures in deep mines and of water coming out of deep artesian wells in Paris, 
he was able to calculate a reasonably accurate geothermal gradient as early as 1821. This early work 
was noted by scientists in the United States, among whom was Edward Hitchcock (1793 -1864) 
(Appendix 1h), who devoted ten pages in his geology textbook (Hitchcock, 1855) to the general 
topic of temperatures within the earth. 

From data published in Europe together with limited data from the United States, Hitchcock 
drew several conclusions. Foremost was the fact that the earth had an internal source of heat. Also, 
this source of heat, because of the low thermal conductivity of rocks, did not affect the surface 
climate. The amount of heat delivered at the surface was barely enough to melt an inch (2.54 cm) 
of ice over a period of one year. And finally, he concluded that the annual temperature fluctuations 
from variations in solar heating did not extend more than 130 ft (40 m) into the subsurface. 
Hitchcock had checked these conclusions with the American astronomer, Nathaniel Bowditch (1773- 
183 8), who in turn had reviewed work on heat conduction by the famous French mathematician, Jean 
Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768- 1830). 

Several scientists took the geothermal gradient as measured from mines and deep water wells 
and then extrapolated subsurface temperatures to the center of the earth. These gradients, as 
tabulated by Hitchcock, varied from an increase of one degree F for every 18.8 ft of depth (1°C/10 
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m depth) to 1°F/351 ft (1°C/193 m). Despite this wide range within the 46 tabulated values, most 
measurements were between 30 and 60 feet/ °F (1 °C /16 m and 1 °C/33 m). Using a geothermal 
gradient of 1°F/37 ft (1 °C /20 m) and assuming a linear increase in temperature with depth, 
Hitchcock estimated an earth temperature of 7,000 °F (3,900 °C) at a depth of 48 mi (77km) and 
577,000 °F (321,000 °C) at the center of the earth. All contemporary scientists including Hitchcock 
considered these temperatures excessive, which may have prompted both Charles Lyell (1797 -1875) 
and Siméon Denis Poisson (1781 -1840) to question even the basic premise that the earth was a 
source of heat. 

Hitchcock's solution to the problem was to assume that the earth had an outer hard shell 
some 50 to 100 mi thick (80 to 160 km) and that the rest of the earth was molten rock. Slow motion 
of the molten rock by this transport process would homogenize the interior temperature so that 
excessively high temperatures at great depths would not be required. Today, seismic studies and 
high pressure laboratory tests together with the discovery of natural radioactivity have supplanted 
hydrogeology as one key to the structure of the earth. 

4.5 Early Well Construction 

Most wells during the 1820 -1860 period were undoubtedly dug wells or wells drilled by 
primitive equipment (Figure 4.1). Owing to adequate precipitation in the eastern half of the United 
States and effective ground -water recharge, water levels in wells were generally close to the surface, 
so most wells were probably less than 50 ft (15 m) deep. A critical feature of dug wells, besides their 
large diameter, was the curbing forming the walls of the well. Curbing was made of large rocks, 
bricks, or even wooden planks. In all cases, it would have been almost impossible to construct 
curbing with these materials that would have been water tight. As a consequence, surface water 
could trickle down the outside of the curbing and then enter the well through small cracks. Unless 
conditions were sanitary at the surface, which was unlikely, contamination of the well water would 
have resulted. 

A pamphlet on drilling for fresh water was summarized in 1827 and published in the 
American Journal of Science (Disbrow, 1827). The results of drilling for water in 24 different 
locations in Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, and adjacent states were presented. 
Drilling depths generally varied from about 60 ft (18 m) to a maximum of 450 ft (137 m). Hole 
diameters were generally between 2.5 in (6.4 cm) and 2.75 in (7.0 cm). Casing mentioned was made 
of both copper and iron pipes. Although not specified, but based on the small diameter, the holes 
were undoubtedly bored with an auger. The motivation for boring the wells was to get fresh 
uncontaminated water from "...beneath the filth and putrescence of a great city..." (Disbrow. 1827). 
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Figure 4.1 An early churn drill used to drill water wells (Bowman, 1911). 
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Because some of Disbrow's wells tapped artesian water, the unnamed individual who 
abstracted Disbrow's pamphlet added a comment about the origin of artesian water. The gist of the 

comment was that a gravity potential was not the only driving force to be considered. The unnamed 

author considered that gas pressure was also important. 

Well construction during the antebellum years evidently developed rapidly. Hitchcock 
(1855) mentioned a well drilled 910 ft (277 m) deep in Charleston, South Carolina. Evidently, 

inspired by the success of deep artesian wells in France (Davis, 1988) that were completed in the 
years 1840 to 1850, a number of deep wells drilled by augering and by cable -tool techniques were 

completed before 1860 in the United States. 

By the end of the period covered in this chapter (1860), the wells had reached impressive 

depths in the United States. Smith (1859) reported on a well bored in Louisville, Kentucky. Most 

of the well was drilled to a diameter of 3 in (7.6 cm) and reached a depth of 2,086 ft (636 m) after 

16 months of intensive labor. Artesian discharge of the well was reported to be 330,000 gal/day 
(14.5 L /sec) under a hydraulic head of 170 ft (52 m). The quality of the water was saline with 915 

grains /gal (15,700 mg/L) total dissolved solids with an appreciable amount of hydrogen sulfide. 
According to Smith (1859), the only deeper boring at that time in the United States was a well in St. 

Louis, Missouri, which was 2,199 ft (670 m) deep. 

Besides providing potable water for domestic use and mineral water for medical purposes, 

wells were drilled to recover brine. Direct mining of salt from the Silurian salt beds of the upper 
Midwest, from the Permian beds in Kansas, and from salt domes along the Gulf Coast did not start 
until about 1880. Initially, wells were drilled into brine- bearing beds, and the brine was withdrawn 
and subsequently evaporated in order to recover the salt. By the 1850's, wells several hundred feet 
deep were drilled to recover subsurface brine. Concentrations of the brine varied greatly. Hayden 

(1 843) reported a recovery of only one bushel of salt (very roughly 40 kg) from 450 gal (1,700 L) 

of brine from Boone's Lick in Missouri, while brine wells in Holston, Virginia, required only 18 gal 

(68 L) of brine to produce the same amount of salt. 

A fear of deep drilling developed among some individuals. This was reported as part of a 

news item in the American Journal ofScience (v. 41, 1841, p. 210). Inasmuch as temperatures were 
increasing rapidly with depth, the possibility that fire would suddenly burst forth from the hole was 
considered real. Although probably not thought to be a likely event by most geologists of the day, 

the prospects must have heightened the contemporary interest in deep drilling. 

4.6 Developments in Hydrochemistry 

Prior to 1820, water analyses included from five to eight elements that were assumed to be 

in various combined forms. Commonly reported were NaCl, CaCO3, Na2CO3, MgCO3, FeCO3, and 
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CaSO4. By 1840, the number of elements reported nearly doubled that of the prior two decades 
(Kemp, 1912). Critical additions were Br, I, Al, K, SiO2, and NO3. 

The alteration of water chemistry caused by seawater intrusion into an aquifer was evidently 
recognized prior to 1860. The following is a quotation from Brown (1925) who in turn quotes 

Stoddard (1854). 

In a report by J. S. Stoddard, city engineer, to the Water Committee of Brooklyn, in 1854, 
the principle is tersely expressed as follows: "Salt water will flow through the earth as easily 
as fresh water; and therefore a head of 10 feet per mile will drive salt water through the earth; 
and consequently, if a well is 1 mile from salt water and is pumped down lower than 10 feet 
below the tide, the salt water will run down into the well and ruin it." 

Despite significant advances in analytical chemistry during the years 1820 through 1860, 

major advances in geochemical interpretations were generally lacking. True, water chemistry was 
known to be associated with various rock types, but this was not a new concept having been 
proposed in Europe since the late 1600's. 

4.7 Summary 

At a casual glance, one could conclude that the theoretical aspects of hydrogeology advanced 
little in the four decades prior to the Civil War in the United States. In contrast, a number of 
significant and highly visible advances were made during the same period in Europe, particularly in 

France. However, viewed in the broad perspective, very important scientific developments were 
taking place at the same time in the United States. Geology, the necessary framework for 
hydrogeology, was developing rapidly both within the academic community as well as in state and 
federal agencies. Geologic textbooks became available. The outlines of regional geology took 
shape, thus laying the necessary foundations for advances focused specifically on hydrogeology. 

A significant theoretical development related to hydrogeology was the use of temperatures 
of water from deep wells to demonstrate that the earth had an internal source of heat. Although some 
regional variations existed, the geothermal gradient in the United State was shown to be similar to 
the much more numerous measurements in Europe. Not until about 1900 with the discovery of 
natural radioactivity was the importance of these early studies fully realized. 
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Chapter 5 

WESTWARD EXPANSION, 1860 -1900 

"Here nature seems to have lavished her resources, withholding only one -that of an ample 
supply of water." 

Robert Hay, 1895 

5.1 Political and Scientific Setting 

The year 1861 marked the beginning of the darkest four years in American history, the Civil 

War or sometimes called the War Between the States. Political acrimony that had started decades 
before deteriorated into the carnage of real war. For four terrible years, bullets, swords, and almost 
ubiquitous disease truncated the lives of countless individuals. Strangely, the terrible effects of the 
war are not reflected clearly in most of the contemporary scientific literature, although activities of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science and several other societies were 
suspended for the duration of the conflict. The study of science in the northern states, however, 

continued during the war (Appendix 2h). Among the sad casualties of the war were the universities 

and colleges of the southern states. While not generally strong to begin with, the war dealt an almost 
fatal blow to many of the more advanced institutions of the South. 

The wars of today have been credited with stimulating advances in technology and, to some 

extent, basic science. The development of radar, modern jet engines, infrared detectors, and nuclear 

energy were products of World War II. The attempt to place a silver lining on the basest and most 
irrational human activity fails completely when the Civil War is considered. About the only 
scientific advancement that Bruce (1987) noted was the establishment of the National Academy of 
Sciences in 1863. According to Bruce, the establishment of the Academy was planned at an earlier 

date but had been blocked by southern interests in Congress. The secession of the southern states 
during the Civil War allowed a bill creating the Academy to pass into law. 
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5.2 Creation of the U.S. Geological Survey 

Post Civil War activity in earth science had more support from the federal government than 
during antebellum days. Initially the effort was concentrated in a detailed scientific exploration of 
the western half of the country. Maps were made, new species of plants and animals were described, 
and the broad geologic framework of this vast region was outlined. This was done by individual 

surveys or exploration parties led by George M. Wheeler, F. V. Hayden (Appendix 1g), Clarence 
King, John Wesley Powell, and others (Goetzmann, 1966). The earliest of the surveys were during 

hostilities with Native Americans. For this reason and for political reasons, the U.S. Army was 

involved with explorations during the 1860 -1880 time span. Owing to the fact that each exploration 
group was separately authorized by the U.S. Congress, an unfortunate rivalry developed for funding 

and associated political recognition. 

Partly owing to this rivalry and partly based on recommendations of the National Academy 

of Science, a new federal agency, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), was created in 1879. The 

USGS would assume the functions of the disparate exploration and mapping groups (Rabbitt, 1 974). 

After the creation of the USGS, a clear and direct request was made by Congress to look closely at 

water resources. During the period of 1880 -1900, hydrogeology evolved slowly into a separate 

specialty within the geological sciences in the United States (Parker, 1986) as well as in Europe. 

The overall history of hydrogeology in the United States can be divided into at least three 

major stages. First, the overriding concern was to evaluate the location, quality, and recoverability 

of ground -water resources. This period very roughly spanned the years 1850 to 1890. Second, a 

period of accelerating utilization of ground water set in roughly between 1890 and 1960. In many 

places, vast amounts of ground water were pumped with the apparent popular belief that supplies 
were inexhaustible. This tendency led directly to the final and present -day stage that is focused on 

conservation and remediation of ground -water supplies that have been impaired by overproduction 

and pollution. This chapter covers some of the salient aspects of the first and second stages. 

5.3 Early Development of Hydrogeology 

The 1862 Homestead Act along with the sale of vast tracts of land that had been originally 

granted to the railroads brought a flood of immigrants to the West. Unfortunately, the farther west 

the new farms were established, the less rain and snow fell to water the crops. Countless thousands 

of new land owners were literally left "high and dry" by reason of periodic fluctuations of the 

insufficient precipitation. Intense political pressure was placed on the USGS to find a solution to 

the acute water shortage. Also, the federal government was very busy disposing of 160 -acre tracts 

of land for homesteads. The question was, how far west should the process extend? 
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Clarence King, the first director of the USGS, was in office only two years during which time 
he must have been primarily involved with the staffmg and organization of the new branch of the 
government. It was left to John Wesley Powell, the second director, to try to walk the fine line 
between accurate science and mounting political pressures to accomplish something of immediate 
practical value. Some of Powell's initial conclusions were not universally popular. The word 
artesian had a magical ring fostered by the recent discovery of flowing wells in various parts of the 
country. Was not this the solution to settlement of the arid and semiarid West? Powell's answer was 
"...that the supply of water to be obtained through artesian wells is narrowly limited..." (Powell, 
1885a, p. 275). He was somewhat more optimistic about production from shallower wells that were 
provided with pumps. However, he concluded that "...pump wells do not constitute the chief source 
of supply, nor are they most economic. Irrigation in this sub -humid region will ultimately be 
practiced in the main by the construction of storm -water reservoirs..." (Powell, 1891, p. 276). 

Subsequent work on irrigation under Powell's leadership maintained this strong preference for 
surface -water studies over studies of ground -water resources. Starting in 1907, the responsibility 
for the construction of "storm -water reservoirs" along with necessary distribution canals was given 
to a new federal agency, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. The USGS maintained the responsibility 
of measuring stream flow as well as assessing ground -water resources. 

The problem of the lack of water on the Great Plains of Kansas, Nebraska, and adjacent states 
is forcefully described by Hay: 

The almost boundless extent of tillable land, the ease with which large areas can be 
cultivated, and the wonderful fertility of the soil have attracted settlement farther and farther 
from the Mississippi Valley out upon the Great Plains, and even into and across the regions 
which from scantiness of rainfall are known as subhumid or semiarid. The tide of settlement 
rolling westward has been thrown back again and again by the almost insurmountable barrier 
interposed by the meagerness of rainfall. Individuals and communities have attempted to 
make homes, have invested all of their available means in enterprises dependent upon 
farming, and after perhaps a year or two of success, due to the an unusual amount of 
precipitation or to a fortunate shower coming at the right time, have been compelled by 
prevailing droughts to abandon their possessions and scatter, almost penniless, to other 
localities. These men have been succeeded by others, perhaps more sanguine of success or 
ignorant of the fate of their predecessors, and they in turn have become disheartened by 
repeated crop failures. Here nature seems to have lavished her resources, withholding only 
one -that of an ample supply of water. (Hay, 1895, p. 541) 

Although not overall as negative as Powell a few years earlier, Hay was just as negative as 

Powell concerning the prospects of large supplies of water from artesian wells. However, he did 

judge the prospects of shallower wells in the "Tertiary Grit" (mostly the present -day Ogallala 
Formation) to be potentially important. 
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Only after legislative action was Powell, as director of the USGS, deeply involved with 
studies of ground water. Interestingly, Powell presented his idea of the subdivision of all of geologic 
knowledge in reference to a new library that he was in the process of establishing. Nowhere in the 
14 categories is ground water mentioned. The closest category was his third item, "hydric geology." 
But, according to Powell (1885b), hydric geology encompassed the "...phenomena of degradation 
and deposition by aqueous agencies." This was clearly a reference to the action of surface water. 
Even the first annual report of the Irrigation Survey issued in 1890 had no discussion of irrigation 
by well water. In contrast, the second Irrigation Survey had numerous and detailed references to 
ground water (Powell, 1891). Powell pointed out with abundant supporting data that water levels 
in artesian wells declined rapidly with water use and that severe interference between adjacent 
artesian wells would be experienced. According to the record of the Senate hearing given in the 
Eleventh Annual Report ofthe USGS (Powell, 1891), Powell was well prepared to answer any critics 
that he may have had. 

Assembling a professional staff for the newly formed USGS must have been difficult. Part 
of the solution was to hire from academic sources. Early printed references to USGS authors 
designate many of them as "professor so- and -so." This designation was later dropped. In some 
circles many early geologists are remembered primarily by their university connections rather than 
the USGS associations. A few examples would be T. C. Chamberlin (Appendix 1 a), who was a 
professor of geology first at the University of Wisconsin and later at the newly formed University 
of Chicago; W. H. Norton, geologist at Cornell College (Iowa); N. S. Shaler, a professor of 
paleontology at Harvard University; E. Orton, professor of geology at Ohio State University; and C. 
S. Slichter, professor of mathematics and dean of the graduate school at the University of Wisconsin. 

5.4 Contributions of T. C. Chamberlin 

T. C. Chamberlin (1843 -1928) wrote the first publication devoted entirely to ground water 
that was published by the USGS. The circumstances surrounding his article on artesian water 
(Chamberlin, 1885a), however, were a bit unusual. The most striking fact was that Chamberlin's 
position in the USGS was chief of the Division of Quaternary Geology, a division that had no direct 
connection with artesian wells. In his 1885 annual report of the division, he gave details of extensive 
field activities related to Quaternary geology that filled four full pages. The preparation of one of 
his best -known papers, that of the "Requisite and Qualifying Conditions of Artesian Wells" 
(Chamberlin, 1885a), was barely mentioned in but half of a sentence. It is likely that the bulk of the 
work on the paper was completed a few years earlier while he was working for the Wisconsin 
Geological Survey (Back, 1996). In addition, he could have had some unexpected extra time during 
the 1884 field season because "The restiveness of the Sioux Indians over an apprehended reduction 
of their reservation rendered extensive examinations in their territory injudicious..." (Chamberlin, 
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1885b). This disruption of Chamberlin's plans was, of course, just six years before the tragic 
massacre at Wounded Knee. 

The core of Chamberlin's paper on artesian wells was his seven qualifying conditions for 
artesian wells. These were: 

I. A pervious stratum to permit the entrance and the passage of the water. 
II. A water -tight bed below to prevent the escape of the water downward. 
III. A like impervious bed above to prevent escape upward, for the water, being under 

pressure from the fountain -head, would otherwise find relief in that direction. 
IV. An inclination of these beds, so that the edge at which the waters enter will be higher 

than the surface at the well. 
V. A suitable exposure of the edge of the porous stratum, so that it may take in a sufficient 

supply of water. 
VI. An adequate rainfall to furnish this supply. 
VII. An absence of any escape for the water at a lower level than the surface at the well. 
(Chamberlin, 1885a, p. 134 -135) 

The general explanation of artesian systems was well known and antedated Chamberlin's 
exposition in some cases by more than 150 years (Adams, 1938; Buckland,1837; Johnstone, 1797), 
or if early Persian writings are considered, by more than 800 years (see discussion of artesian 
systems in Chapter 2). The importance of Chamberlin's paper was due to the clearly worded and 
logical exposition of the topic. Diagrams that Chamberlin presented have been duplicated time and 
time again, further emphasizing the popularity of the paper. The overall impact of his seven 
conditions, nevertheless, has been partly negative. Figure 5.1 is a diagram of a hypothetical ground- 
water flow system after Hubbert (1940) (Appendix 1i). (See also text by Krynine and Judd, 1957.) 
Since the medium transmitting the ground water is both homogeneous and isotropic, a flowing well 
could exist with only two of Chamberlin's conditions applicable, that is, only a source of water and 
a permeable medium are required from Chamberlin's list (Fuller, 1905). For isotropic and 
homogeneous media, a converging flow field is also required. In addition to the problem of 
hydrogeologists' needlessly looking for all seven conditions assumed to be required for artesian flow, 
Chamberlin's discussion of ground -water flow makes no useful distinction between porosity and 
permeability (Chamberlin, 1885a; Chamberlin and Salisbury, 1909). 

Ground water travels through pore spaces in the subsurface rocks and sediments. However, 
the relation between this porosity and permeability, which is a measure of the ease of movement of 
the liquid, is commonly obscure. The dimensions of the pores are really much more important than 
the number and volume of pores, or porosity. For example, recently deposited marine clay can have 
virtually no measurable permeability but could have porosities in excess of 50 %. In contrast, granite 
fractured in a fault zone could have a porosity of less than 2% but a permeability 10,000 times, or 
more, as large as found in the porous clay. 
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5.5 Further Development of Hydrogeology 

The general technical understanding of a given topic is commonly reflected in textbooks. 
Four of the popular books of the day, those by Hitchcock (1855), Dana (1868), Lyell (1830), and 

Shaler (1884), were reviewed. Of course, modern concepts of such items as well hydraulics, bore- 
hole geophysics, isotope hydrology, and the like were absent. However, with only one striking 

exception, ideas presented were compatible with hydrogeology as it is understood today. 

Surprisingly, the exception was found in the textbook by James Dwight Dana, former revered 

patriarch of geology at Yale University. Dana wrote: 

It is an obvious fact that a considerable part of the water which reaches the earth's surface 
descends into the soil and becomes in a sense subterranean. But there are also subterranean 
streams, which have their rise in hills and mountains, and are fed like the surface -rivers, by 
the rain and snow, and especially those that fall about elevated regions. (Dana, 1868, p. 647) 

Although subsurface streams do exist, they are virtually unknown except in carbonate rocks 

and recent volcanic rocks. The only people that consistently talk of underground streams are water 

dowsers. This fact, of course, has sensitized hydrogeologists on the general topic of subsurface 

streams. 

Early hydrogeologic work of the USGS followed closely the pattern set by some of the more 

active state surveys. The bulk of the reports outlined the geologic framework controlling the 
movement of ground water with particular reference to the prospects of finding artesian water. 

Examples of this work are found in reports of Edward Orton (1899), Erasmus Haworth (1897), 

Woolman (1892),William Norton (1897), and N. H. Darton (1898). 

In addition to a discussion of the geologic settings, many of the reports also had sections 

devoted to water chemistry. Elements and compounds commonly identified in the water included 

silica, sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, chloride, sulphate, and carbonate. At this time, 

chemical analyses were still reported as hypothetical chemical compounds rather than individual 
ions. 

About 17 years after the creation of the USGS, the first Water -Supply and Irrigation Paper 
was issued. This series of USGS publications had an initial emphasis on practical matters related 

to irrigation. The first paper was devoted to "Pumping Water for Irrigation" (Wilson, 1896). The 

word "Irrigation" in the publication series was dropped about 10 years later when the newly formed 

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation was given the primary responsibility for the engineering aspects of 
irrigation. Water -Supply Papers eventually became a treasure house not only of valuable hydrologic 

data but also of the more theoretical aspects of hydrogeology. Of the early authors of Water -Supply 
Papers, three continued to publish papers on hydrogeology, but also contributed significantly to other 
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branches of the geosciences. Frank Leverett was a leader in the field of Quaternary geology, I. C. 

Russell was one of the outstanding fluvial and lacustrine geomorphologists, and N. H. Darton 
(Appendix 1 c) helped piece together the stratigraphy of a large part of Colorado, Nebraska, South 
Dakota, and adjacent states. 

Under the leadership of Powell and later administrators such as Mendenhall (Appendix 1 k) 
and Fuller, the USGS was staffed by scientists of extraordinary ability. Early in the history of the 
USGS, Powell chose to consolidate analytical chemistry within a central facility. He made the 
excellent choice of F. W. Clarke (1847 -1931) (Appendix 1b) to head the laboratory. Clarke served 
as chief chemist of the USGS from 1884 to 1925. Prior to the appointment to the USGS and 
subsequent to his training at Harvard University, Clarke had taught at Howard University, Boston 
Dental College, and the University of Cincinnati. 

Outside of Chamberlin's brief excursion into hydrogeology, little attention was given to the 
topic within the USGS during its first 10 years (Waring and Meinzer, 1947). During this time, 
however, A. C. Peale, M.D., compiled data on the chemistry of "Mineral Springs of the United 
States" (Peale, 1886). Papers were also published during this 10 -year period by personnel of the 
USGS and others on hot springs of the newly established Yellowstone National Park. Ferdinand 
Vandiveer Hayden (1829 -1887) (Appendix 1g), who had explored the West geologically since 1853, 

made an extended visit to Yellowstone in 1871 (Hayden, 1872). Based on his work and supported 
by other groups, Hayden lobbied forcefully for the creation of the Yellowstone National Park, the 
first such park in the world. After the formation of the USGS in 1879, considerable effort was made 
by the USGS to document the spectacular features of the new park. A chemist of the USGS was 
actually assigned to the special task of making analyses of samples from the park. A massive 
document under the general authorship of Arnold Hague (Appendix 10 was issued by the USGS 
(Hague, 1899). Even though some of the water contains substantial amounts of arsenic, James D. 

Hague (1887) expressed optimism that the mineral waters of Yellowstone would prove to have 
medicinal value. 

Owing to the abundant presence of geologically young volcanic rocks in Yellowstone 
National Park, all early scientific studies concluded correctly that the heat -producing hot springs and 
geysers in the park came directly from cooling magmatic intrusions. The age of vulcanism, the 
mechanisms triggering geyser activity, the possible future life of the hot springs, the percentage of 
magmatic water vs water of surficial origin, and numerous other features provided intellectual fuel 
for divergent views (discussed by Hague), both in the 1870's and up to the present day. 

Our span of time covered in this chapter (1860 -1900) ends on a high note. Charles Sumner 
Slichter (1864 -1946) (Appendix 1m) was professor of mathematics and dean of the graduate school 
(in 1920) at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. Slichter's work with the USGS resulted in a 
number of publications, many of which were quantitative in nature. He essentially duplicated much 
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of the pioneer work of P. Forchheimer of Austria, evidently without knowledge of this work that was 
published approximately 12 years earlier. Although from an international viewpoint Slichter's work 
does not have priority in time, it was a very important step in the development of hydrogeology in 
the United States. For the first time, American hydrogeologists were made aware of the applicability 
of modern mathematics to practical problems in hydrogeology. 

Slichter (1899) treated problems of particle packing, drainage, well interference, the relation 
between ground -water movement and Laplace's equation, and many other items. Unfortunately, 
more than 30 years passed before the mainstream of American professionals took advantage of 
Slichter's work. For example, Meinzer (1923) in his magnum opus on "The Occurrence of Ground 
Water in the United States with a Discussion of Principles" does not refer to Slichter's work outside 
of brief references to particle packing and capillary rise. He does, however, refer extensively to the 
work of F. H. King (1899) who made numerous experiments on gravity drainage of water from 
granular material. The articles by Slichter and King are published side -by -side in the 19' Annual 
Report of the USGS. 

5.6 Summary 

Post Civil War settlement of the American West was promoted by railroads, politicians, and 
land speculators as an opportunity to own land and settle into an idyllic rural life. However, in 
addition to prairie fires, invasions of locusts, freezing winters, and other adversities, the lack of water 
was, in many areas, the greatest curse of all. The discovery of artesian aquifers brought hope to 
many settlers that ground water would provide for their needs. One of the first practical questions 
to be answered by the newly created USGS was an evaluation of the adequacy of artesian water 
supplies. Pessimistic projections of the USGS were primarily responsible for the early emphasis 
of the government on the development of surface -water reservoirs with canal networks to deliver 
water to farms. 

The development of hydrogeology during the years 1860 -1900 was primarily a development 
of background knowledge of the geologic framework for the occurrence of ground water. Near the 
close of the period, extensive experiments on the gravity yield of ground water from porous material 
were completed. Also, the first mathematically based description of the movement of ground water 
in America was published by the USGS. 
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Chapter 6 

WATER UNLIMITED, 1900 -1930 

"A public nuisance which pollutes a stream is usually quite obvious on inspection; a leaching 
cesspool however may present a respectable surface appearance while filling the ground 
waters with filth and corruption, and the neighboring wells with the specific poisons or 
germs of the most fatal diseases." 

Daniel W. Mead, 1919 

6.1 Political and Scientific Setting 

Several political and economic events in the United States cast their shadow on scientific 

activities during the period of 1900 through 1930. A significant part of the national resources was 

diverted into the construction of the Panama Canal, a canal finished in 1914 and made possible 

through President Theodore Roosevelt's bellicose "Big Stick" policy. In 1917 the United States 
joined European allies in a war to "save the world for democracy." The period shortly following 
this, the first World War, was marked by a financial euphoria that ended abruptly into a downward 
economic slide to near oblivion in the Great Depression that followed the stock market crash of 
1929. 

The inventions of Thomas Edison, Alexander G. Bell, the Wright brothers, and many others 
near the close of the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century gave Americans a 
justified sense of pride. Accomplishments, nevertheless, were generally in the realm of applied 
science or technology. Basic contributions to theoretical physics, chemistry, and medicine were 
confined to only a few Americans such as Willard Gibbs (1839 -1903) in the field of thermodynamics 
and Edgar Buckingham (1867 -1940) in the fields of soil physics and dimensional analysis (Rouse 
and Ince, 1957; Narasimhan, 1998). 

The picture of the United States producing only applied scientists while the more profound 
and basic science was emanating from Europe is not entirely accurate, at least as far as the earth 

sciences are concerned. Starting in about 1865, scientific expeditions had traversed areas in the 
American West of breathtaking physical beauty. Mountains, deep canyons, vast plains, sheer vertical 
cliffs, geysers, caves, and much more stimulated speculation as well as scientific investigation. 
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Basic theories of stream erosion by John W. Powell (1834 -1902) and, later, Grove Karl Gilbert 
(1843 -1918), theories of isostasy by Clarence E. Dutton (1841 -1912), and the origin of faults by 
Joseph Le Conte (1823 -1901) are examples of notable geologic principles, most resulting from an 
exposure to travels in the American West. Essentially, this was a period of scientific exploration and 
discovery. 

The period of 1900 -1930 that followed westward expansion can be characterized as one of 
increasing resource evaluation and subsequent utilization. The exciting period of geographical 
exploration was over. The broad geologic framework for the occurrence of ground water was 
established, but most of the important local details were yet to be defined in a way useful to 
hydrogeology. 

6.2 Contributions of O. E. Meinzer 

One name always stands out when the development of hydrogeology in the United States is 

discussed. That name is Oscar Edward Meinzer (Figure 6.1). He was born on November 28, 1876, 
near Davis, Illinois, received his undergraduate degree from Beloit College in Wisconsin, and 
completed his Ph.D. degree at the University of Chicago in 1922. Meinzer started working for the 
USGS in 1906 with his first publication for the Survey issued in 1910. His unusual abilities were 
soon recognized, and he was promoted in 1912 to the position of Chief of the Ground -Water Branch 
of the USGS, a position that he held until he retired in 1946. Meinzer died in Washington, D.C., on 
June 14, 1948. 

Meinzer had the unique position as well as insight to give him an overall view of ground 
water in the United States. He not only did field work in a number of localities in the United States, 
but he also worked with and later supervised a talented group of energetic geologists. 

Meinzer's U.S. Geological Survey Water -Supply Paper 489 published in 1923 was a product 
of this general overview and set the stage for successive refinements by later geologists (Thomas, 
1951; McGuinness, 1963; Heath, 1984). In his Paper 489, Meinzer presented first a general 
discussion of principles then a detailed region by region discussion of hydrogeology. Thus, he 
codified in the broadest way possible the regional hydrogeology of the United States. 

On a smaller scale where studies encompassed single aquifers or closely related multiple 
aquifers, Meinzer (1920) introduced what he would call quantitative ground -water hydrology. By 
this he meant measuring all possible components of the hydrologic equation, that is, all water 
entering the aquifer and all water leaving the aquifer plus or minus changes in storage of water. One 
of the major avenues of water leaving an aquifer is through plants and particularly through plants that 
have roots drawing water directly from saturated zones in the subsurface. For these plants, which 
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Oscar Edward Meinzer 

(1876 -1948) 

Figure 6.1 Oscar E. Meinzer, father of American hydrogeology (photograph from 
U.S. Geological Survey). 
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were very prominent along watercourses in the arid and semiarid parts of the West, Meinzer coined 
the name "phreatophytes" from the fact that these plants act like pumping wells (Meinzer, 1927). 

From the standpoint of theoretical hydrogeology, Meinzer's most important contribution may 

have been to modify Chamberlin's picture of an artesian system. Meinzer (1928) pointed out that 
the discharge from artesian wells that penetrated the Dakota Sandstone produced only local 

reductions in hydraulic head and that this water was, therefore, not coming from the outcrop area. 

It was consequently being produced by some mechanism much nearer to the wells. He concluded 

that a slight expansion of the water owing to a reduction of pressure combined with a small 
compaction of the aquifer would account for the production of water. 

The earliest confirmation of Meinzer's conclusions concerning the flexibility of aquifers 

came from a rather unexpected source. H. T. Stearns' study of well hydrographs showed small but 

distinct and temporary water -level fluctuations in four different wells that were caused by a local 

earthquake (Stearns, 1928). Even more interesting, trains moving along a nearby track caused a 
temporary compression of the aquifer with an accompanying short-term rise in water levels in a well. 

Stearns noted that a similar effect of a passing train had been reported by F. H King in 1892. 

Meinzer's classic paper of 1928 was in press at the time of Stearns' study, and Stearns had access 

to the paper because he noted that his observations were in accord with Meinzer's concept of an 

elastic aquifer. 

Later workers, based on field evidence, realized that the aquifer deformation had both an 
elastic and inelastic component. The inelastic component caused subsidence in the San Jose, 

California, area as well as the Goose Creek oil field near Houston, Texas. 

Other contributions of Meinzer to hydrogeology were so numerous that a considerable 
difference of opinion exists in identifying the most important of these contributions to the science. 

Certainly, he should be given abundant credit for his administrative skills in building the most 

formidable ground -water team of the time. Some of the important team members who emerged later 
than 1950 as leaders in the hydrogeology of the United States were V. T. Stringfield, P. E. 

LaMoreaux, and H. LeGrand. Meinzer's perfection of the process that he termed "quantitative 
hydrology" is also worthy of note. Perhaps the most important from a theoretical viewpoint has 

already been noted, that is, his definitive work on the dynamic character of aquifers. They are not 
rigid systems parallel hydrologically to artificial pipes. His general leadership in the field of 
hydrogeology was so effective that he is commonly referred to as the father of ground -water 
hydrology in the United States (Appendix 2i). 
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6.3 Contributions of Some Early Geologists 

Parker (1986) has given an excellent overview of the contributions of several individuals to 
the early development of hydrogeology in the United States for the period of 1879 through 1912. 

Almost all of the individuals described were employed by the USGS. Primary work at the time 
concerned broad surveys and evaluations of ground water on a regional scale. A typical report 
included a summary of the geology followed by a general discussion of the water -yielding properties 
of the major geologic units. Most reports also included a brief section on the chemistry of ground 
water. Almost all of the analyses were made in the chemical laboratory of the USGS under the 
supervision of F. W. Clarke (Appendix 1 b). 

Charles H. Lee was one of the early hydrogeologists who took a basin -wide approach to 

evaluating ground -water resources (Lee, 1912). He was responsible for the development of much 
of Meinzer's quantitative hydrology, and as an offshoot of the work he promoted the concept of the 
safe yield of a ground -water reservoir (Lee, 1915). The following is Meinzer's own evaluation of 
Lee's work. 

The work of Charles H. Lee in Owens Valley, Calif., in 1908 to 1911, is of outstanding 
importance in the history of quantitative methods in ground -water work, because he devised 
an entire system of quantitative methods and applied them in orderly fashion to obtain an 
average value for each element of intake into and discharge out of the underground reservoir. 
(Meinzer, 1932, p. 100) 

Several of the early hydrogeologists were ahead of their times. Myron L. Fuller (1873 -1960) 
(Figure 6.3; Appendix le), for example, emphasized the problems of ground -water pollution (Fuller, 

1910a, b, c), the effects of rock pressure on aquifers (Fuller, 1908), and artesian flow in 

homogeneous sands without confining beds (Fuller, 1905). As Parker has pointed out, Fuller was 

effectively the head of ground -water studies of the USGS from 1902 through1908 (Parker, 1986). 

His professional life and his numerous scientific contributions were focused on hydrogeology to such 

an extent that he would probably have been remembered as the father of American hydrogeology had 
he not been completely overshadowed by O. E. Meinzer. In a sense, therefore, Fuller might be 
remembered as the grandfather of American hydrogeology. Another forward -looking ground -water 

geologist was Walter C. Mendenhall (Deming, 2004), who described the control of regional geology 

on the chemical quality of ground water (Mendenhall, 1908) and also produced some of the earliest 
detailed studies of the water budgets for ground -water basins (Parker, 1986). Still another example 
would be Frederick Haynes Newell, who completed some of the earliest experiments with 
pressurized flow of a hydrocarbon fluid through sandstone. The almost complete lack of 
contributions from women geologists in this early period is striking (Parker, 1986; Appendix 2j). 
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Myron Leslie Fuller 
(1873 -1960) 

Figure 6.3. Myron L. Fuller, early hydrogeologist of the U.S. Geological 
Survey (photograph from U.S. Geological Survey). 
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As the science of hydrogeology developed within the USGS, attention was also directed 
towards peripheral but closely related topics such as well drilling (Bowman, 1911), the uselessness 
of dowsing for water (Ellis, 1917), and legal issues (Johnson, 1905). Outside of the USGS, the great 
Hetch Hetchy environmental battle over the future water supply for San Francisco, California, raged 
on from roughly 1908 through 1923 (Appendix 2k). The issue was especially sensitive because a 
large dam and an extensive reservoir were to be placed within the newly created Yosemite National 
Park. Part of the question concerning the project focused on whether or not regional ground -water 
resources could help make up the existing water deficits and save the park from desecration. 
Eventually, the potential ground -water sources were discounted and a portion of the park was 
flooded. 

6.4 The Physics of the Movement of Subsurface Water 

During the period of 1900 to 1930, application of higher mathematics to problems of ground- 
water flow was not evident in the activities of the Ground -Water Branch of the USGS, that is, except 
for work by C. S. Slichter published in the period of 1899 through 1906. Fundamental work was 
being done, however, by Edgar Buckingham (1867 -1940) of the Bureau of Soils in the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (Narasimhan, 1998). To quote Narasimhan in his evaluation of 
Buckingham: 

Studying the movement of moisture in unsaturated soils theoretically and experimentally, he 
defined capillary potential and proposed an equation similar in form to Darcy's law to 
describe the movement of moisture in unsaturated soils. ...hydraulic conductivity was 
treated as a function of capillary potential rather than simply being a constant, as in Darcy's 
law. (Narasimhan, 1998, p. 37) 

Buckingham's work is of great importance in the understanding of the flow of water in 
unsaturated media. Furthermore, his work with dimensional analysis is of well -recognized 
importance in all sciences including hydrogeology. 

The term "permeability" is used so often in technical reports of today that it is somewhat 
surprising that its present technical meaning has only been established in the United States in 
relatively recent times. Despite the initial introduction of the term by Darcy in 1856 and subsequent 
use of the term by Dupuit (1863), virtually nothing was written in USGS reports concerning 
permeability, that is, outside of work by Slichter and King, until after 1920. Several problems are 
apparent in early publications. The most serious was the confusion of the concepts of porosity and 
permeability. While some porosity is certainly required for a material to be permeable, there is no 

simple relationship between the two measures. In fact, saturated bentonitic clay has a very high 
porosity but a permeability so low that its measurement is difficult. 
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The various terms that have been used for permeability add to the confusion. Transmission 
constant (Meinzer, 1923a, b), coefficient of permeability, conductivity, intrinsic permeability, field 
units of permeability, and perviousness can all be found in the literature. A problem more 
fundamental than just terminology is the basic properties to be attributed to a measure of 
permeability. Is permeability a property of only the solid matrix through which fluids pass, or is it 
a measure of the combined effects of the solid matrix plus the nature of the fluids? Almost all 
modern discussions of the topic favor restricting the term "permeability" to a property of only the 
solid matrix. 

6.5 Advances in Hydrochemistry 

As the study of water chemistry evolved, advances in analytical methods added greatly to the 
accuracy of the results and also to the number of constituents that could be studied. More important 
was the slow shift in emphasis. No longer was the utilitarian importance of the chemical 
constituents the only concern. Beneficial or negative effects on human health, effects on agricultural 
production, and suitability of the water for industrial uses (Collins, 1926) were still given 
consideration, but the geochemical significance of the constituents was considered more frequently 
(Palmer, 1911). What does the chemistry tell about the interaction among temperature, aquifer 
mineralogy, and the antecedent chemical environment of the water? 

The first edition of the Data of Geochemistry was published in 1908 as the U.S. Geological 
Survey Bulletin 330, 716 p. (Clarke, 1908). This contained abundant chemical analyses of minerals, 
rocks, and water and provided source material for countless researchers. In subsequent years, new 
additions of the Data of Geochemistry were published that contained more recent analyses made by 
the USGS. 

The fact that ground water could contain radioactive material was discovered soon after the 
basic work of Edmund Becquerel and the Curies (Schlundt and Moore, 1909). Initial popular 
interest in the radioactivity was in the mistaken belief that it had an almost magical therapeutic value. 
In fact, even after 1950 the labels on some European bottled mineral water proudly announced the 
radium content of the water. It would be several decades before the real hazard of radioactivity 
would be realized. Also, the presence of cosmogenic radionuclides and their usefulness in 
hydrogeology would not be recognized for another 50 years. 

The manner in which chemical analyses of ground water were reported underwent a drastic 
change almost coincidental with the dawn of the twentieth century. The fundamental work of the 
Swedish chemist Svanté August Arrhenius (1859 -1927) demonstrated the ionic nature of most of 
the dissolved constituents in water. As a consequence, almost all constituents were no longer 
reported as hypothetically combined forms. Some hypothetically combined forms, however, such 
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as silica (Si02), hardness as CaCO3, and alkalinity as CaCO3 are still used by some water chemists 
even though the practice is a relic of a past age. 

At least two important aspects of the geochemistry of ground water were brought to the 
forefront during the years 1900 through 1930. First, and possibly the most important, was the work 
of G. Sherburne Rogers on oil -field waters in the San Joaquin Valley of California (Rogers, 1917). 
Shallow ground water in the region of the oil fields was high in sulfate (SO4 -), but deeper water was 
devoid of this ion. Rogers described this change in water quality and considered it a result of the 
reduction of the sulfate. He also discussed in detail the possibility that this reduction was caused by 
sulfate -reducing bacteria living in the deeply buried sediments, a possibility that he entertained but 
was not ready to fully accept. Today, the geochemical importance of subsurface bacteria has been 
thoroughly demonstrated (Chapelle, 1993).. 

The second very important paper related to hydrogeochemistry was a study by B. Coleman 
Renick of ground water from the Lance and Fort Union Formations in east -central Montana. Here, 
ground water near the surface is relatively high in calcium and magnesium but low in these 
constituents at greater depths where the calcium and magnesium are replaced by sodium and possibly 
by potassium. This change in chemistry was demonstrated to be affected by 
ion exchange on certain silicate minerals (Renick, 1924). Today, ion exchange is recognized as one 
of the most important mechanisms that modify the chemical quality of ground water. 

The contamination and depletion of ground -water resources were of concern to early 
hydrogeologists. Among many workers, Mendenhall (1909) was acutely aware of the potential 
problems. He stated: 

There are districts in the United States, fortunately few in number and small in area, where 
the ground waters are being extracted faster than they are renewed. There are other areas in 
which they are being contaminated and rendered useless or harmful by the careless discharge 
of industrial waste or sewage or bines from deep wells. (Mendenhall, 1909, p. 77) 

Unfortunately, the warning concerning over -extraction of ground water was generally ignored by 
cities, industry, and especially agriculture. Even at the end of the period covered in this chapter 
(1930), the areas affected were far more abundant than suggested by Mendenhall in 1909. The rapid 
lowering of water levels in artesian wells was so alarming that some early attempts at conservation 
were made. For example, the legislature of the State of North Dakota passed an "Artesian Water 
Conservation Law" in 1921 (Simpson, 1926). In one area in North Dakota, artesian discharge was 
reduced from a total of 2,000 gallons per minute to half that amount. Even so, water levels in wells 
were still dropping (Simpson, 1926). 
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6.6 Engineering Textbooks 

Although Tolman's textbook Ground Water was not published until 1937, abundant 
instructional material in hydrogeology was available prior to 1930. Perhaps the most important 
source of instruction was Meinzer's Water- Supply Paper 489, already noted near the start of this 
chapter. Of the standard textbooks available prior to 1930, the one by Daniel Webster Mead (1919) 
is perhaps the most complete. He devoted about 20% out of a total of 647 pages to the general topics 
of geology and hydrogeology. An earlier textbook coauthored by Mead (Turneaure, Mead, and 
Russell, 1901) also included substantial hydrogeologic content as well as an entire chapter devoted 
to water -borne diseases with an emphasis on typhoid. 

At a more elementary level, all beginning textbooks in geology available at the time had 
some discussion of hydrogeology. Unfortunately, many of these presentations were entirely 
descriptive without significant discussions of basic underlying physical processes. 
6.7 Summary 

Hydrogeology in the period of 1900 through 1930 was dominated in the second half by 
activities of the Ground Water Branch of the USGS, under the leadership of O. E. Meinzer. Large 
areas in numerous states were surveyed. The systematic inventories of western ground -water basins 
were developed, and the importance of loss of water through transpiration was quantified. Some 
attention was paid to problems of water contamination, but the emphasis was on the evaluation of 
ground -water resources with the objective of utilizing the water for domestic, municipal, and 
agricultural needs. 
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Chapter 7 

THE MAGIC OF MATHEMATICS, 1930 -1950 

"But the vengeance of nature for the violation of her harmonies, though slow, is sure...." 

George Perkins March, 1874 

7.1 Social and Scientific Background 

Almost all events in the United States during the period of 1930 -1950 were dominated by 
a succession of three major national and international problems. The terrible years of the Great 
Depression lasted from about 1930 through 1941. The ghastly and sanguineous World War II lasted 
(for the United States) from 1941 through part of 1945. And, the Cold War with the Soviet Union 
extended onward from 1945 for more than four decades. 

Scientific advances, nevertheless, continued to be made during the 1930 -1950 period despite 
economic and political adversities. In fact, Narasimhan (1998) has characterized the period of 1920 

through 1940 as "truly remarkable" in terms of advances in the study of the flow of fluids in geologic 

materials. During the Great Depression, the USGS was fortunate to have had as its director W. C. 

Mendenhall from 1930 through 1943 (Deming, 2004; Appendix 1 k; Appendix 21). Mendenhall had 
made significant contributions to hydrogeology earlier in his own career. He was forward looking, 
patient, and very determined to keep the USGS moving ahead scientifically under seemingly 
impossible odds. 

Basic science in the United States began to bloom in 1940. Before that time, very few 
Americans were nominated for Nobel prizes in physics, chemistry, and medicine. The field was 
dominated by scientists from Germany, France, and England. By 1960, however, the fruits of basic 
science in the United States dominated the international scene, and such has been the case ever since. 

A number of factors were undoubtedly responsible for the dramatic increase in basic 
scientific contributions from the United States. Some stimulus came from the "war effort" during 
World War II, but the Cold War that followed probably did much more in focusing on scientific 
research. It seemed politically mandatory that the United States should outpace the Soviet Union. 
Another stimulus was the infusion of many foreign -born and foreign - trained scientists into the 
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United States. This was particularly noteworthy in physics with Albert Einstein, Enrico Fermi, and 
Edward Teller as outstanding examples, as we pointed out in Chapter 1. 

7.2 Hydrogeology and the U.S. Geological Survey 

Despite the darkening storm clouds of war over Europe and the heart- wrenching ordeal of 
the Great Depression, 1930 through 1950 might be considered the halcyon years of hydrogeology 
within the U.S. Geological Survey -not that hydrogeology diminished in importance within the 
Survey after 1950, quite to the contrary. However, the Survey after 1950 was no longer almost a 
stand -alone source of ultimate authority within the profession in the United States. Contributions 
were coming from other branches of the government, particularly from the Department of 
Agriculture and to some degree from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation. Also, universities were slowly discovering hydrogeology. The first course devoted 
to the geologic aspects of ground water was taught by C. F. Tolman (Appendix lo) sometime after 
1912 when he moved to Stanford University. Hydrogeology was folded into courses in economic 
geology and civil engineering at a few other universities before this date. As Orwoll Milton Hackett, 
at the time the Chief of the Ground Water Branch of the USGS, concluded: "It is significant to note 
that the Geological Survey no longer has a corner on ground -water activities. These activities and 
the advances in the field are shared more and more by State and local agencies and by universities" 
(Hackett, 1964, p. 5). 

A comprehensive history of the multitude of contributions of the USGS would be far beyond 
the limits of our short historical account. T. E. Reilly (2004) has presented much of this information 
in a recent compact summary. He has also given references to several longer accounts. 

Back and Herman (1997) published photographs of Meinzer and his 29 scientists who made 
up the Ground Water Branch of the USGS in 1932. More than half of those pictured became well - 
known hydrogeologists during the next decade or beyond. Besides Meinzer, some of the most 
widely recognized names were A. M. Piper, H. T. Stearns, S. W. Lohman, V. T. Stringfield, V. C. 

Fishel, and C. V. Theis. Two of the group that were pictured left the USGS to become prominent 
in the academic world. Kirk Bryan was an expert in geomorphology and Pleistocene geology. He 
taught for many years at Harvard University. Charles F. Park, Jr., became an internationally known 
expert in ore deposits and a respected dean at Stanford University. The legacy of this initially small 
but outstanding group of scientists is the present dynamic group of hydrogeologists in the USGS as 
well as in the entire profession. 
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7.3 The Great Florida Ship Canal Controversy 

Hydrogeologic problems rarely spawn issues that grab national attention. The fight over the 
Florida Ship Canal (Figure 7.1), or more correctly the Florida Sea Level Canal, was a notable 
exception. A large canal was planned to cut through the upper part of the Florida peninsula near the 
city of Ocala. The benefits of the canal were thought to be compelling. First, and most important, 
it would greatly reduce the distance of shipping that moved cargo along the existing coastal 
waterway. Second, it would provide a zone of safe and protected passage for ships in time of war. 
Third, although temporary, the construction phase would provide jobs for several thousand people 
in a region of depressed economic conditions. Fourth, routine maintenance along the canal would 
provide some steady jobs that would also help the local economy. And fifth, fresh water in the canal 
would kill barnacles and other marine organisms that foul ocean-going ships. 

As designed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the canal would be 35 feet deep, one 
quarter of a mile wide, and about 110 miles long. Three large turning basins for ships together with 
land -based warehousing facilities would be near the towns of Ocala, Palatka, and Dunnellon. Work 
on the canal started on August 28, 1935, financed with a transfer of funds from the Work Progress 
Administration budget. At this point in time, opposition to the project had not developed. This 
changed abruptly once actual excavation for the canal started. The work was stopped in 1936 owing 
to lack of funds. Although there was a hiatus of several years, the project was not dead. Under the 
sponsorship of Senator Claude Pepper of Florida, work was started again in 1964 on what was 
renamed the "Cross- Florida Barge Canal." The work was stopped again in 1971 by executive order 
of President Richard Nixon. The United States Congress "de- authorized" the canal construction in 
1986, thus effectively killing the project. 

In order to fit into the prescribed time span of our narrative, our discussion will be confined 
to events of only the pre -World War II portion of the hydrogeologic debate. The two branches of 
the federal government involved were the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which was in charge of 
design and construction of the canal, and the U.S. Geological Survey, which employed the chief 
critics of the undertaking. Sidney Paige was the primary spokesman for the Corps of Engineers 
(Paige, 1936 and 1938). Although there was no official spokesman for the USGS, the fact that Oscar 
E. Meinzer, head of the Division of Ground Water, was one of the critics would indicate tacit 
involvement at the highest level in the USGS (Thompson et al., 1938). 

One of the primary objections to the canal was the fact that excavation for part of the distance 
would cut into one of the most productive aquifers in the United States, a highly permeable early 
Cenozoic limestone. Based on rather simplistic projections of predicted water -table slopes, Paige 
(1936) concluded that significant lowering of the water table would not extend more than about 10 
or 15 miles from the canal. This was a much smaller distance than pictured by the USGS geologists 
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Figure 7.1 Unlike the cartoon above, the actual plan for the canal was not in a 
straight line but was somewhat irregular to take advantage of existing bodies of water 
and other variations in the topography. 
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who partly based their estimates on intuition derived from numerous field studies of the region 
(Brown, 1937; Thompson et al., 1938). Using a slightly haughty tone, Thompson et al. (1938, p. 
107) concluded that: "We believe that such results are distinct possibilities and that they deserve 
serious consideration instead of being swept aside under the assumption that no damage will be 
done." 

A direct effect of increasing the slope of the water table would be to divert more ground 
water towards the canal. This in turn would diminish the water flowing towards large springs in the 
region. The greatly diminished flow of the giant Silver Springs just east of Ocala was of primary 
concern (Sharp, 1936; Thompson et al., 1938). Because Silver Springs, with a discharge of about 
800 cubic feet per second, is one of the major tourist attractions in central Florida, the projected 
effect of the canal was not a trivial question. 

Besides lowering levels and diversion of water away from springs, water quality was also an 
issue. 

M. K. Hubbert entered the argument concerning effects of the canal with a segment of his 
classic paper "The Theory of Ground -Water Motion" (Hubbert, 1940). The key to his approach was 
to make a series of assumptions concerning the physical system. Each assumption was chosen in 
a way to predict ground -water lowering that would be greater than the actual lowering. For example, 
vertical recharge of the aquifer was assumed to be zero. In reality, considerable recharge must take 
place, thus counteracting the effect of the canal. Hubbert's assumptions allowed him to treat the 
canal mathematically, as a line sink. Drawdown due to the canal was predicted to be less than 2 feet 
at a distance of 15 miles from the canal. This was a negligible amount from a regional standpoint. 

One consequence of the predicted small lowering of the water table was to show that the 
resultant upward movement of deep saline formation water would also be a negligible problem. 

7.4 Ground -Water Utilization 

The two decades from 1930 through 1950 included a period of intense development of 
ground -water resources in the United States. In the single decade of 1940 to 1950, the use of ground 
water for irrigation actually tripled. By the year 1930, most surface -water sources in the western 
states were either developed or were legally reserved and not available for development. As a 
consequence, ground water became an increasingly attractive alternative source of water, particularly 
for irrigation. Two other factors also stimulated an interest in ground water. These were the 
devastating droughts of the early 1930's and the development of the deep -well turbine pump. The 
droughts demonstrated the wisdom of supplemental irrigation in areas subject to frequent crop 
failures due to a poor distribution of precipitation. The turbine pump allowed the production of large 
volumes of water from great depths. The early high- capacity pumps were centrifugal, which, 
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theoretically, could not lift water by suction by more than 32 ft (10 m). Practically, the lift was 

limited to only about 15 to 20 ft (4.5 to 6 m). 

A rapid increase in the domestic as well as agricultural use of water in southern California 

led to an early concern for the depletion of ground -water supplies. Artificial recharge of ground 

water was an obvious solution to some of the rapidly declining water levels. Spreading basins, 

ditches, pits, and wells were constructed to allow runoff to be recharged into the ground. Also, 

retention basins were used to capture storm water and release it at a rate slow enough to allow most 

of the water to seep into the subsurface through the natural stream channels. By the end of 1930, 

more than 16 recharge projects had been constructed in southern California. Most of these were 

located on permeable material in the upper parts of alluvial fans (Mitchelson and Muckel, 1937). 

Artificial recharge was also practiced later in the area around San Jose, California, as well as 

numerous other parts of the world (Todd, 1959). 

Harold Thomas (1951) divided problems of ground -water development into two general 

categories - pipeline problems and storage -tank problems. By pipeline, he meant primarily the 

geologic conditions near wells and springs, those conditions that affected the transmission of water. 

Storage -tank problems were those related to the total amount of water stored in an aquifer or in a 

ground -water basin. 

In general, USGS hydrogeologists of the 1900 -1930 period tended to focus on the storage - 

tank problems. These involved questions concerning the total amount of ground water available 

from a given aquifer or groups of aquifers. Meinzer' s inventories of ground water in western alluvial 

basins were almost entirely focused on the storage -tank aspects of ground water. Starting about 
1935, the emphasis in the USGS shifted to include a much greater number of studies of the flow of 
ground water in the vicinity of wells. It was not until the 1960's and 1970's, with the development 

of, first, analog computers and then digital computers, that the storage tank and pipeline aspects of 
ground -water occurrences were effectively studied in an integrated manner. 

7.5 Nature's Vengeance 

As a result of the freewheeling extraction of ground water that started in the early 1900's, 

severe problems began to appear by the 1930's. The first and most obvious problem to be detected 

was an alarming lowering of water levels in wells. Not only did artesian wells cease to flow, but 
water levels kept dropping so that excessive pumping lifts developed in numerous well fields across 

the United States. Lower ground -water levels produced compaction of subsurface sediments, which 

in turn became evident in damaging land subsidence. In arid and semiarid parts of the West, 

lowering water levels diverted surface water into the subsurface. In areas of irrigation by surface 

water, the opposite problem developed. The land became water logged, and expensive drainage 

systems were required. 
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Excessive withdrawal of ground water not only caused an alarming lowering of water levels 
in wells, but it commonly caused a deterioration of the chemical quality of the water. This effect was 

particularly evident in coastal areas where seawater was drawn into aquifers that were heavily 

pumped. The problem of seawater intrusion was recognized in the United States as well as in 

Europe as early as the 1850's and became the subject of numerous scientific papers in the early 

1900's (Brown, 1925). In California, seawater intrusion was first documented in studies of Mission 

Valley in San Diego in 1906 (Banks et al., 1957). Seawater intrusion soon became a state -wide 

problem along numerous coastal areas in California. By the 1950's an effort was underway to control 

the problem through ground -water recharge along the coast especially in the Los Angeles basin 
(Banks et al., 1957). 

In the long run, the most difficult problems were related to ground -water contamination. 

In numerous areas, despite clear warnings of hydrogeologists, wastes were discharged at the surface 

and allowed to soak into the ground and ultimately contaminate the ground water. In most of these 
areas, remediation will ultimately require an investment of millions of dollars over many decades. 

As in many other areas of modem living, a problem must get very serious before legislative 

action is taken. When this took place starting in the 1970's, work of the hydrogeologic profession 

shifted significantly from exploitation to assessment and remediation. 

7.6 The Expanding Tool Box 

The period of 1930 through 1950, and beyond, can be characterized as a time when the 
hydrogeologists' tool box expanded rapidly. The amount of field and laboratory data made available 

as a consequence ballooned at an amazing rate. Basic geology was more rapidly and accurately 
described with the aid of air photos. Electric and radioactive logging of wells recovered fine 

stratigraphic and water -quality details hitherto unavailable. Surface geophysics outlined ground- 

water basins to depths not reached by routine drilling. Mass spectrographic and chromatographic 

techniques greatly expanded our knowledge of water chemistry. And, probably most important, 

numerical methods, which later became essential for digital computation, were being developed by 

engineers and scientists. 

Geophysical exploration was first used in 1640 to locate deposits of iron ore in Sweden 

(Jakosky, 1940). Much later, surface geophysics became one of the primary tools in exploration for 

petroleum deposits. Rather than measuring magnetic anomalies related to ore deposits, early 

petroleum exploration measured variations of gravity as well as differences in transmission of 
artificial seismic pulses. The first discovery of an oil field by geophysical methods was made in 

1926 as a result of a gravity survey (Jakosky, 1940). By 1930, geophysics was actively studied in 

industrial as well as academic circles. Fueled by success in petroleum exploration, optimism was 

high in 1930 for the use of geophysics in hydrogeology (Tolman,1 937). 
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The ability of surface geophysical methods to define subsurface conditions depends on two 
basic requirements. Namely, target material should be distributed in a relatively simple and well - 
defined manner, and various materials must have sharply contrasting physical and electrical 
properties. In addition, for many purposes, human disturbances must be minimal. A number of 
attempts to apply surface geophysics to hydrogeologic problems during the years from 1925 to 1940 

had marginal value owing to the failure to recognize the fundamental requirements of the methods 
employed. Unlike subsurface geophysical logging, surface geophysics did not achieve general 
popularity by 1950. 

Exploration and development of petroleum resources continued at a fast pace during the first 
half of the twentieth century. In conjunction with this activity there was a rapid development of 
drilling methods, processes of well stimulation, surface geophysics, sample processing, subsurface 
geophysics, reservoir management, application of statistics, and many other items. Most of the new 
technology could have been applied to hydrogeology problems, and some of it was. The high cost, 
unfortunately, was a common barrier to the adoption of most of the methods. Electric logging (Keys, 
1989; Bays and Folk, 1944) of water wells mostly along the Gulf Coast and in the San Joaquin 
Valley of California, however, started in the 1940's and became almost routine for deep water wells 
in these regions by the 1950's. 

7.7 Special Hydrogeological Studies 

Intensive investigations of a number of special hydrogeologic settings were undertaken 
during the 1930 to 1950 period. The best example of such studies is the work in regions of 
permanently frozen ground, or permafrost (Appendix 2m). Another example would be the 
assessment of water availability in arid regions that began prior to 1930 but continued with greater 
intensity. Also, theoretical as well as practical work with karst hydrology received greater attention 
than during previous periods. Containment of hazardous waste prompted increased attention to 
water movement in rocks of very low permeability. Over - production of ground water in alluvial 
basins produced land subsidence that was studied, especially in California and Texas. The 
occurrence of ground water in recent volcanic rocks in Idaho and Hawaii posed a real and critical 
challenge to hydrogeologists working in these areas. 

7.8 Permafrost 

The occurrence of ground water in areas of permanently frozen ground, or permafrost, was 

practically unstudied in the United States prior to World War II. Two major events, however, 
produced a sudden official interest in the topic. First, the Japanese invaded Alaska early in World 
War II. To be sure, the occupied land was on the distant Aleutian chain of islands. But it was still 
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United States soil, and the next step of the Japanese military was hard to predict. Problems of 
foundation stability, road and airport construction, and water supply were vastly different than in a 
warmer climate. The second and even greater stimulus for studying areas ofpermafrost was the Cold 

War with the Soviet Union, although, thankfully, open hostilities did not develop. But if they had, 

the peculiar environment of the frozen north would have to be dealt with. 
The work of Simon W. Muller (1900 -1970) in the early 1940's marks the start of intensive 

studies in the United States of water supplies in areas of permafrost. Muller was a paleontologist 
at Stanford University who was fluent in Russian. He was given the primary task of organizing and 

presenting the results of permafrost studies made in the Soviet Union. His initial government report 
(Muller, 1943) formed the basis of a book published in 1947 (Muller, 1947). Somewhat later work 

by D. J. Cederstrom and others (Hopkins et al., 1955) included their original observations of 
problems of ground -water development in frozen regions of Alaska. 

An interesting sidelight to Muller's contribution was the fact that he was by training and by 

practice a paleontologist and stratigrapher, subjects which he taught at Stanford University for many 

years. As he told the senior author on several occasions, it bothered him that his fame, outside of 
a restricted circle of paleontologists, was based on his command of the Russian language rather than 

his original scientific research. Professor Muller did, however, maintain a personal library on 
permafrost, offered a seminar on the topic, and had a continuing interest in special problems such 

as the occurrence of ground water in Arctic regions. 

7.9 Desert Basins 

A number of extensive studies were made of desert basins in the American West prior to 
1930 (Meinzer, 1932). However, as new tools became available, these studies were greatly 
expanded. Work by White (1932) and Gatewood et al. (1950) provided an improved understanding 

of water use by desert vegetation. Geophysics, electric logging in particular, allowed a better picture 

of the stratigraphie controls on water movement. Careful measurement of all elements of the 
hydrologic budget gave data used to estimate the potential perennial yield of the basin for purposes 

of human use. The term "safe yield" was used to describe the perennial yield. The large number of 
ways in which this yield can be defined, nevertheless, has given rise to numerous spirited discussions 
(Todd, 1959, p. 201 -214). 

7.10 Origin of Limestone Caverns 

Ideas of how limestone caverns were formed were rather vague prior to 1930. In that year, 

W. M. Davis (Appendix 1d), best known geomorphologist of his day, published a paper entitled 

"Origin of limestone caverns," in which he challenged most of the ideas of the time. Davis 
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contended that most cavern development took place below the water table and that caverns that can 
be entered are not in the process of formation but are in the process of being filled by dripstone, 

debris falls, and mud washed in from the surface (Davis, 1930). Prior concepts visualized caverns 

being excavated by subsurface streams at or above the water table. The subsurface streams were 

generally thought to act the same way that surface streams act, that is, they cut through the rocks by 

abrasion and dissolution of the carbonate rocks. 

Davis' two -cycle theory of cavern development, that of dissolution of large openings below 
the water table followed by a filling cycle above the water table, stimulated a number of papers by 

geologists who either modified his ideas or took sharp exception to the theory as proposed. 
Swinnerton (1932) emphasized the controlling factor of the water table and negated the importance 

of dissolution by deeply circulating ground water. Malott (1937) thought that most large caverns 
were formed by the diversion of discharges of surface water cascading downward through swallow 

holes. J H. Bretz (1942; Appendix 2n) was the most effective supporter of Davis' ideas. Among the 
subsurface features that Bretz considered important were (1) large fresh -water springs discharging 

well below sea -level along the Florida coast, (2) delicate spongework in many caverns that could not 
have been formed by abrasion, (3) segments in many caverns that would require water to flow uphill, 

(4) the existence of many blind galleries, and (5) the fact that most caverns above the water table 
today are in the process of filling as mentioned above. Today, most students accept many of the 
major conclusions of Bretz and Davis, but individual variations are numerous. Despite differences 

of opinion, no thorough discussion of the origin of limestone caverns is complete without reference 

to W. M. Davis' historic paper. Thorough treatments of the topic are given by Thornbury (1954), 

White (1988), LaMoreaux (1991), and many other authors. 

7.11 Rocks of Very Low Permeability 

Isolation of hazardous wastes in the subsurface requires an understanding ofthe permeability 
of enclosing rocks. Faulting, joints, and solution openings allow for the undesired escape of fluids. 

Work with these problems has accelerated in post -1950 years, but some of the earlier studies were 

very useful. Research of Jahns (1943) and LeGrand (1949) are important examples. 
The characteristics of fine- grained sedimentary rocks have long been of interest to petroleum 

geologists because of their influence on the migration of hydrocarbons in the subsurface. Athy's 
(1930) study of the porosity of shale and Bulnes' (1946) study of the permeability and porosity of 
dolomite are excellent examples of work by petroleum geologists that have direct importance in 
hydrogeology. The study by Bulnes is a particularly significant work since it applied descriptive 

statistics to data that seemed at first glance to be completely random. This work was an important 

precursor to modern geostatistics. 
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7.12 Land Subsidence 

The fact that aquifers are not rigid conduits was shown effectively by O. E. Meinzer (1928) 
and was born out by theoretical compaction analyses of Karl Terzaghi (1943) and well discharge 
equations of C. V. Theis (Appendix 1n), C. E. Jacob (Appendix lj), and many others. Although 
Pratt and Johnson (1926) had described the subsidence of the land surface caused by production of 
fluids from the Goose Creek oil field in Texas, similar subsidence caused by extraction of ground 
water was not reported until several years later from studies in the Santa Clara Valley, California 
(Tibbetts, 1933; Tolman, 1937; Tolman and Poland, 1940). Subsidence caused by pumping ground 
water resulted in the lowering of the land surface over broad areas that corresponded to areas where 
water levels in wells had been lowered by tens of feet or more. Subsidence was generally not 
concentrated in a restricted location but was distributed over broad areas. The subsidence effects 
were seen in protruding well casings and in some cases by destroyed wells that were telescoped as 
the soil at the land surface dragged the casing downward while the bottom of the casing below the 
aquifer was stationary. The extent of subsidence produced by pumping ground water was generally 
outlined by comparing successive regional elevation surveys. Subsidence in the Santa Clara Valley 
had already reached 4 feet in San Jose by the time that it was first reported in 1933 (Rappleye, 1 933). 
Somewhat later, subsidence was also discovered in the San Joaquin Valley of California in an area 
of critical importance because of pending construction of major irrigation canals (Frink, 1948). 
Following the initial studies of Tolman and Poland, subsidence in several locations in California, 
Arizona, Texas, and many foreign countries has been extensively and continuously studied. As 
expected, most significant subsidence (exclusive of collapse due to dissolution of soluble rocks) 
takes place in nonindurated sediments. 

7.13 Volcanic Terraines 

The water -bearing properties of volcanic rocks have a wide range of values. Some of the 
rocks yield vast amounts of water to relatively shallow wells. In other settings these same types of 
rocks have no water because they are so permeable that water flows out of them by natural drainage. 
Water is only retained behind dikes, sills, buried soils, and other natural barriers. The mode of 
extrusion of the original lava is one of the important controls on the hydrogeologic properties of the 
resulting rocks. Very thick flows may be almost impermeable in their central portions. Pyroclastic 
rocks, if in the form of fine- grained ash, also have a low permeability. Weathering and compaction 
of recent volcanic rocks will alter rapidly their hydraulic characteristics. In areas of active or recent 
volcanism, hydrothermal features are commonly widespread (Appendix 2o). 
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Perhaps the best known and most influential studies of the hydrogeology of volcanic rocks 

are those of Harold T. Stearns, who did extensive field work in Idaho and the Hawaiian Islands. 

Salient findings of his work were summarized in his chapter in Meinzer's Hydrology (Stearns, 1949). 

7.14 Some Basic Concepts 

Several fundamental concepts in hydrogeology were still in a state of confusion in the 1940's, 

and indeed to some extent even past the year 2000. Part of the difficulties come from the fact that 

several separate scientific groups were dealing with fluid flow through natural material. The three 

most numerous groups were soil scientists, petroleum engineers, and hydrogeologists, each with a 

distinct set of terminology. Another problem involved the perpetuation of incorrect ideas. Six of 
the problems are listed below. 

1. One of the earliest points of confusion was the simple distinction between porosity and 

permeability, or perviousness, as it was termed by some writers. Some porosity is, of course, 

necessary to allow fluid movement, but some of the natural material with the highest porosities, such 

as bentonite muds, have permeabilities so low that they are difficult to measure. 

2. The incorrect statement is commonly made that ground water always flows from a zone 

of high pressure to a zone of low pressure. That this is incorrect is easily demonstrated (Figure 7.2). 

3. The fundamental law of flow through porous media is commonly misstated. Among other 
problems, the form of the law could result in an equation that is not dimensionally homogeneous. 

4. Although dimensionally correct, the use of the term "velocity" as related to Darcy's law 

is misleading. To calculate ground -water travel time using this hypothetical velocity without 

knowledge of effective porosity is incorrect. 

5. No clear distinction between permeability and hydraulic conductivity is made by many 

individuals. Following today's usage, permeability is controlled by the solid matrix, but hydraulic 

conductivity takes into account the effects of the fluid in addition to the solid matrix. 

6. The assumption of a homogeneous and isotropic medium is commonly made but may not 

be a close approximation to natural conditions. Also, assumption of a rigid, solid framework is not 

true for many surficial deposits undergoing compaction. 
M. King Hubbert (1903 -1989) (Appendix 1 i) in his classic paper on "The theory of ground- 

water motion" (Appendix 1i-b) addressed most of the foregoing issues (Hubbert, 1940; Appendix 

2p and 2q). Although virtually all of Hubbert's suggestions were adopted eventually by the USGS 

and other groups (Lohman et al., 1972) the changes did not take place rapidly. The concept of 
permeability was particularly troublesome. The "Meinzer unit" had been introduced and had 

widespread usage within the USGS. The Meinzer unit of permeability is defined as the number of 
gallons of water at 60 °F per day flowing at right angles through a cross section of one ftz under a unit 
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Figure 7.2 Laboratory experiment showing that ground water does not always flow 
from a zone of high pressure to a zone of low pressure. Inasmuch as the water in the 
manometer registers the pressure where it is connected to the column of sand, the 
water is flowing from a zone of low pressure into a zone of higher pressure. 
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gradient. An equivalent unit numerically is the Meinzer field coefficient of permeability, that is, 

the number of gallons of water per day flowing at right angles to an area of one foot times one mile 

under a hydraulic gradient of one foot per mile. Inasmuch as inconsistent units are used (feet, miles, 

and gallons) practical calculations are made unnecessarily awkward. Today, the general concept of 
permeability is divided in two parts. Hydraulic conductivity is a broad term that includes the effect 

of both the solid matrix and the density and viscosity of the fluid flowing through the matrix. The 

fundamental dimensions of hydraulic conductivity are length divided by time. Permeability, or as 

commonly stated, intrinsic permeability, is a property of the solid matrix only and not a function of 
fluid properties. The fundamental dimensions of permeability are length squared. 

A committee report presented by C. E. Jacob (1946) gives an interesting overview of the 

divergent ideas on permeability that prevailed in the United States in the early 1940's. 

7.15 Mathematics and Hydrogeology 

Mathematical and computer -based hydrogeology is commonly called quantitative 

hydrogeology. This is misleading because Meinzer also called his method of making complete 

ground -water inventories "quantitative hydrology." It was a process, moreover, that only used the 

most elementary arithmetic. Also, the fact that hydrogeology is always quantitative and has been for 

more than 100 years should be considered. Water levels, well discharges, chemical composition of 
ground water, thicknesses of aquifers, and a host of other quantities have been measured with the 

best precision available at the time. For these reasons, the new and innovative trend of the 1930- 

1950 years will be referred to as mathematical hydrogeology. This trend was, of course, prior to 

computer -based hydrogeology. 

As we have already seen, the use of "higher mathematics" to help describe ground -water 

movement had its birth in the work of Forchheimer, Boussinesq, and other European scientists and 

engineers. In the United States, the work of C. S. Slichter (Appendix 1m) gave the hydrogeologist 

a beginning in mathematical hydrogeology. Strangely, this start was not a fast start, for the fruits of 
his work lay almost dormant in the United States for about 30 years. 

In the USGS, little use was made of mathematics outside of Slichter's work until 1935 when 

C. V. Theis (Appendix 1 n, Appendix 2r) published his equation for nonequilibrium flow of ground 

water towards a well (Clebsch, i 993). This landmark paper was in the vanguard of a flood ofpapers 
utilizing mathematics. Many of these papers were built on the foundation put down by Theis (1935). 

His paper used Fourier's nonequilibrium heat -flow equation as an analog to ground -water flow in 

cylindrical coordinates (Freeze, 1985). Somewhat later, Jacob (1940) (Appendix 1j) developed the 

same equation based entirely on hydrodynamic assumptions. 

Besides initial conditions of zero drawdown in a well, Theis, as well as Jacob, assumed or 

implied a fully penetrating well of infinitesimal diameter, an isotropic and homogeneous aquifer of 
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constant thickness that extends to infinity, a horizontal and confined aquifer, a constant discharge 
of fluid having a fixed density and viscosity, horizontal flow of fluids, and an instantaneous yield 
of fluid from the aquifer in response to decreases of fluid potential. 

At first glance at all of the foregoing qualifications, one might expect that nature is so far 
from being replicated that Theis' equation would be nothing but a curious artifact. Surprisingly, the 
equation has proved to be extremely useful, and it does predict, under certain conditions, hydraulic 
properties of an aquifer with at least some semblance of accuracy. However, numerous researchers 
have shown the pitfalls of blindly using Theis' equation without due consideration of the numerous 
qualifications initially inherent in its development. Many of the publications following 1935 dealt 
with procedures needed to account for the limitations of the equation. 

Recharge, discharge, and no -flow boundaries of an aquifer, if they could be approximated 
by straight lines, were shown by J. G. Ferris to be capable of being handled by image -well methods. 
An aquifer of infinite extent was no longer required. C. E. Jacob (1946) tackled the problem of an 
aquifer that was not fully confined. In actual fact, leakage from above or below an aquifer 
commonly invalidates the unmodified Theis equation. C. E. Jacob's initial solution was for leakage 
in a system in equilibrium. Later work by Jacob's students and others developed leaky aquifer 
modifications to the Theis equation. H. H. Cooper, Jr., and C. E. Jacob (1946) greatly simplified the 
Theis equation for relatively long periods of pumping. 

Modern hydrogeologists commonly use elaborate numerical simulations of ground -water 
systems. These simulations, in general, replace differential equations with numerical approximations 
that in turn are manipulated by computer programs. This trend has dominated the technical literature 
since about 1970. Some of the early hydrologic applications of numerical methods were inspired 
by the pioneer work of the British engineer R. V. Southwell, who developed mathematical 
procedures known as relaxation methods and applied these methods initially to the calculation of 
stresses in pin jointed girders and struts. These and other numerical methods were first developed 
in the late 1930's and were widely applied to the analyses of engineering structures by the late 1940's 
(Shaw, 1953). However, extensive applications of numerical simulations to ground -water studies 
did not appear in the literature until the mid- 1950's (Stallman, 1956), or at the very end of our 
historical narrative. 

The decade at the end of our narrative finally saw individuals in the USGS who could apply 
mathematics to hydrogeology. Besides C. V. Theis, C. E. Jacob was perhaps the most visible. He 
not only understood Theis' work, but he showed how it could be modified and interpreted. Others 
of the "new breed" in the USGS were H. H. Cooper, Jr., J. G. Ferris, L. K. Wenzel, and R. W. 
Stallman. 

During the strange mathematical quiescence in the USGS (1906 -1935), important advances 
in the application of mathematics were made by petroleum engineers in the field of fluid flow in 
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porous media. In fact, much of their work was directly applicable to hydrogeology. One of the 
leaders in the field of fluid -flow studies was Morris Muskat (Figure 7.3). His book (Muskat, 1937) 

summarized much of the earlier work and has been a gold mine for mathematically- inclined 
hydrogeologists. He provided solutions to problems of well diameter, partial penetration of an 
aquifer, irregular boundaries to aquifers, interference among adjacent wells, inclined aquifers, and 
many other topics. 

A flow net is a graph in two dimensions that is composed of two families of curves, flowlines 
and equipotential lines, that are usually constructed so that they intersect at right angles. Although 
the use of flow nets, strictly speaking, is not a mathematical method, it is a graphical representation 
of Laplace's equation. Soils engineers have found the technique useful in studying seepage through 
earth dams and under concrete dams (Cedergren, 1967). In the United States, the use of flow nets 
was effectively promoted by Arthur Casagrande (1937), who taught at Harvard University for many 
years. 

Experienced hydrogeologists can sketch a flow net very rapidly, which is one advantage of 
the method. Another advantage is the ease with which the flow net can be made to adjust to irregular 
boundary conditions. The primary disadvantage is that the flow net will not show nonequilibrium 
conditions. Furthermore, it most commonly represents only two dimensions, and the effects of the 
third dimension are difficult to show. In addition, the flow net is difficult to adjust for numerous 
local changes in permeability that are only too common in nature. Although widely used to obtain 
a first approximation of practical problems, flow nets, by their nature, are not precise and cannot take 
the place of modern computer -based methods. 

7.16 Ground -Water Pollution 

The general technical aspects of water pollution were extensively studied before the end of 
1950. This is best reflected in a thorough review of the topic that was commissioned in 1949 by the 
newly formed California State Water Pollution Control Board (McKee, 1952). The report has 1,369 
citations related to pollution from various sources. Almost all of the citations are from the time 
period of 1920 through 1951, and most of them relate to pollution of surface water. Nevertheless, 
a few hundred of the total citations relate directly to ground -water pollution. A total of 381 potential 
pollutants were identified and discussed in the report to the State Pollution Control Board. The 
historical importance of the report is to underscore the fact that scientists and engineers were deeply 
concerned about water pollution well before the flurry of legislative activity in Washington, D.C. 
(Fetter, 1995). 
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Morris Muskat 
(1907 -1998) 

Figure 7.3 Morris Muskat, well -known petroleum engineer and author of the book, 
The Flow of Homogeneous Fluids through Porous Media (photograph from DeWiest, 
1969). 
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Fetter (2004) has included 15 interesting examples of early ground -water pollution in his 
general survey of the history of hydrogeology. Most of the cases are from the United States and 
range in date from 1849 to 1954. 

That hydrogeologists suddenly discovered ground -water pollution in the 1970's is a 
persistent myth repeated, perhaps, to try to justify past myopia on the part of those individuals 
responsible for the pollution. As far as the general public was concerned, however, general 
awareness of ground -water pollution did not fully surface until the late 1960's and early 1970's. If 
hydrogeologists have always been aware of the dangers of ground -water pollution, what took place 
to make the public suddenly aware of the potential problem? Unfortunately, we can only speculate 
concerning the answer. 

One factor, and perhaps one of the most important, was the intense fear of radioactive 
substances. Contamination by radionuclides in weapons manufacturing plants in South Carolina, 
Washington, Tennessee, and other states drove home the point that human activities could endanger 
ground -water supplies. 

Another factor was the "back to mother earth" movement of the 1960's that rejected food 
grown with chemical fertilizers and protected by various pesticides. Both real and imaginary dangers 
of the chemicals entering ground water were described in the news media and became common 
knowledge. 

The third factor was the development of analytical techniques capable of detecting incredibly 
small concentrations of undesirable chemicals in ground water. The analytical results commonly 
pinpointed agricultural and industrial sources familiar to the general public. 

Public concern over ground -water pollution as well as the more visible pollution of surface 
water finally reached the U.S. Congress. A series of laws were enacted, starting in 1969 with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (Public Law 91 -190) and extending through 1980 with the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (Public Law 96- 

510) commonly known as CERCLA. These laws together with a number of other laws brought the 
federal government into the field of water pollution. This complex legislative history alone could 
fill volumes, and it is well beyond the limits of our narrative. 

7.17 Professional Organizations 

The development of a given branch of science is almost always stimulated by the formation 
of technical societies which sponsor meetings and publications that disseminate information and 
provide channels for the discussion of new ideas. Within the United States, the American 
Geophysical Union has been, without a doubt, the most important society serving hydrogeologists. 

The American Geophysical Union is a large organization, encompassing the interests of 
diverse specialties such as volcanology, meteorology, and seismology. The Union was established 
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in 1919 by the National Research Council of the National Academy or Sciences, but it became an 
independent organization in 1972. By the 1930's, the newly formed Hydrology Section was one of 
the most active divisions of the Union with the publication of many important papers in the 
Transactions of the society. The Journal of Geophysical Research, established in 1949, began 
carrying some of the more technical hydrogeologic papers. Later, in 1965, the journal Water 
Resources Research began publication by the Union with a large number of contributions from 
hydrogeologists. 

The National Water Well Association was established in 1948 (Gass, 1990). The 
organization was designed originally as a bridge between the water -well industry and the more 
theoretical hydrogeologists. Over the years, the Association has sponsored technical meetings, 
training sessions, and a professional journal called Ground Water. The first edition of the journal 
was published in January, 1963. In 1985, the name of the organization was changed to the National 
Ground Water Association with the Association of Ground Water Scientists and Engineers 
established as one of the subdivisions of the parent organization. 

The post -1950 development of professional societies that are devoted to hydrogeology has 
been truly impressive. One of these post -1950 groups that has been both popular and effective is the 
Hydrogeology Division ofthe Geological Society of America. Established in 1959, this division had 
1,726 members by the year 2000. The entire society is composed of 15 divisions, which had a total 
of 15,735 individual members in 2000. 

7.18 Summary 

Despite difficult times marked by economic depression, the largest war in human history, and 
an extended period of strain with the Soviet Union, hydrogeology advanced rapidly in the period of 
1930 to 1950. Detailed geologic studies clarified the factors controlling ground -water occurrence 
in carbonate, volcanic, and low -permeability rocks. Over -extraction of ground water was found to 
be the cause of land subsidence. Studies of ground water in areas of permafrost were undertaken. 

The most spectacular change took place in the USGS with the equation published by C. V. 
Theis describing nonequilibrium flow of water to a well. This paper stimulated a large number of 
related papers by C. E. Jacob and others. Thus, analytical solutions to ground -water problems began 
to dominate the technical literature. 
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Chapter 8 

POSTSCRIPT 

"The magnificent land around me is timeless. Man is simply passing through. But there is 
potential here to bring bounty to millions. Are we not able to exploit its riches and at the same 
time preserve its treasures? It will not be easy...but it must be done." 

Theodore Roosevelt, 1902 

8.1 The Explosion of Knowledge 

Present -day hydrogeologists without doubt agree that the profession is experiencing an 
explosion of knowledge. But, the general agreement ends there. Some individuals would insist that 
the so- called explosion is but a muted pop. What really counts would be truly innovative concepts 
typified by the contributions of Forchheimer, Theis, and Jacob. Others would take a much wider 
view and would take into account the steady stream of useful facts, figures, and techniques published 
in almost countless journals, books, and reports. Some measure of the second viewpoint can be 
gained by looking at the references cited in textbooks. For example, the comprehensive book by 
Domenico and Schwartz (1990) has about 900 different citations, but fewer than 7% of these have 
publication dates prior to 1951. For the widely used book by Fetter (1994, 3rd edition), the data are 
similar. Out of 718 citations, only 6.3% were of work published prior to 1951. Many factors 
influence the foregoing figures. Nevertheless, it should be obvious that our short excursion through 
the history of hydrogeology that concluded with events in the year 1950 has been only a prelude to 
the present dynamic state of our profession. 

Modern hydrogeology is advancing today in three general areas. These are, first, the useful 
definition of geologic factors that control ground -water movement; second, the characterization of 
the chemical nature of ground water; and, lastly, the complex response of ground water to 
perturbations of hydraulic head and changing boundary and initial conditions. Like all attempts to 
compartmentalize knowledge, however, the boundaries become blurred on anything but the most 
casual inspection. Our three -fold division, nevertheless, will aid in our brief glimpse at the modem 
picture. 
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The geologic controls of ground -water movement have been studied for at least 200 years, 

yet there is much left to be done. Spatial variations within rocks and sediments are so complex that 

the full detailed definition of these variations cannot be achieved even by drilling an almost infinite 

number of test holes. Also, at some point the excessive drilling itself would alter the natural 

character of the medium. It is for this reason that considerable effort has been made to develop 
noninvasive geophysical techniques. Probably even more important than geophysical methods are 

current results of the geostatistical definition of natural systems which allow the substitution of 
stochastically derived values for geologic variables in hydrogeologic models. 

The study of the chemical characteristics of ground water also extends back at least 200 

years, but most of our knowledge is post -1950. Given the mineralogy of an aquifer, the chemical 

characteristics of the ground water can now be predicted with reasonable accuracy by assuming a 

system in chemical equilibrium. Some success has also been achieved in dealing with reaction rates 

in systems not in equilibrium. Laboratory techniques have advanced rapidly so that dissolved 

constituents at amazingly small concentrations can be detected. This has opened up the entire field 

of organic geochemistry as applied to ground water. In addition, detection of an almost infinite array 

of contaminants of human origin is possible. The entire field of isotopic studies, of both stable and 

unstable nuclides, is essentially post -1950. Likewise, the recognition of subsurface biological 

activity and its importance in controlling ground -water chemistry is also mostly post -1950. The fact 

that bacteria can thrive and multiply at great geologic depths entirely isolated from the surface was 

not accepted by most hydrogeologists until recent years (Chapelle, 1993). 

The study of the movement of ground water in permeable material, both on a local scale as 

well as a regional scale, has been central to a large share of recent advances in hydrogeology. This 

study has most commonly been focused on the effects of man-made perturbations of the natural 

system. Initially, the focus was on problems associated with the extraction of ground water. More 

recently the focus has shifted to problems associated with ground -water contamination. Prediction 
of the subsurface migration of contaminants or the design of remediation works has received 

increasing attention. In all foregoing work, the availability of modern computers has facilitated giant 
strides in the field of hydrogeology. The current ability to receive, store, and manipulate incredible 

volumes of numbers by modern computers was beyond the wildest imaginations of hydrogeologists 

in 1950. 

Importantly, the use of computers has blurred the three -fold division of modern hydrogeology 
which we have mentioned. Massive models are now possible that integrate complex geology, water 

chemistry, and transport processes. In some ways, the profession has developed elaborate ground- 

water models that have even outrun our ability to acquire reliable field data to make the models 

useful and realistic. 
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8.2 Hydrogeology-Science or Engineering? 

One common difference between the practice of science and that of engineering is that the 
scientist values the question and the engineer values the answer. The scientist enjoys wallowing in 

a sea of questions where each question that is answered spawns further questions so that the driving 
force of curiosity is never fully assuaged. The engineer, in contrast, has a goal that discourages being 
sidetracked by irrelevant questions. Major questions should remain in focus and be handled with 
finality, albeit commonly qualified by estimates of uncertainty. As an example, the peak 

concentration of chloride in ground water has been observed to outrun the peak of tritium. The 
scientist would inevitably ask "Why ?" and might even propose an elaborate research project to 

answer the question. The engineer would ask, "What are the observed relative velocities ?" and then 
use those values to estimate arrival times of contaminant plumes of chloride and tritium. 

With this oversimplified example in mind, we might ask, "What is hydrogeology- science 
or engineering ?" It is probably both. Many of the leaders in hydrogeology today have college 
degrees in both science and engineering. Those that do not have taken time to learn more of both 
science and engineering. Hydrogeology was born of practical needs and has served humanity well, 

but despite its applied nature it still has probed questions of fundamental scientific importance. With 
this combination of science and engineering, the future is bright. As Miller and Gray (2002) have 
declared, we are "just getting started." 

8.3 Our Highest Goal 

All human activities that appropriate natural resources should be constrained by the needs 
of society and should not be driven by the short-term profits associated with unfettered greed. 
Although not as obvious as open -pit mining, the applied and unregulated aspects of hydrogeology 
can produce lasting damage to the environment as well as a senseless waste of valuable resources. 
Our highest goal as hydrogeologists, therefore, should be to follow Theodore Roosevelt's words and 
learn to draw from nature's riches while still preserving the essential as well as the esthetically 
valuable aspects of our environment. 
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Appendix 1 

SHORT BIOGRAPHIES OF SELECTED INDIVIDUALS 

(a) T. C. Chamberlin 

(b) F. W. Clarke 

(c) N. H. Darton 

(d) W. M. Davis 

(e) M. L. Fuller 

(f) A. Hague 

(g) F. V. Hayden 

(h) E. Hitchcock 

(I) M. K. Hubbert 

(j) C. E. Jacob 

(k) W. C. Mendenhall 

(1) D. D. Owen 

(m) C. S. Slichter 

(n) C. V. Theis 

(o) C. F. Tolman 
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(a) Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin (1843 -1928) 
(References: Back, 1996; Leith, 1929) 

T. C. Chamberlin was a man of exceptionally broad accomplishments. He was a successful 

college professor, founder of a leading geologic journal, and university president. He wrote 

significant papers on methods of teaching science, artesian wells, geomorphology, Pleistocene 
geology, the philosophy of the scientific method, causes of fluctuations of the world's climate, and 
the origin of the solar system. He was a gentleman of sterling character who was admired greatly 

by those who knew him as well as the vast number of people who were influenced by his writings. 

Chamberlin was born in 1843 in Mattoon, Illinois, which is about 45 mi (73 km) south - 

southwest of Urbana, Illinois. He graduated from Beloit College (Beloit, Wisconsin) in 1866. His 

teaching career started in 1869 as a professor of natural sciences at Whitewater Normal School. 
Subsequently, he became professor of geology at Beloit College from 1873 to 1882. At the same 

time he was an assistant state geologist then chief geologist for the Wisconsin State Geological 
Survey. He was next employed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and was put in charge of the 

"Glacial Division." At the same time he taught at Columbian University (now George Washington 
University) from 1885 through 1887 when he was in Washington, D.C., with the USGS. He retained 

his employment with the USGS as head of the "Glacial Division" until 1904. Starting in 1887, he 

became president of the University of Wisconsin. After five years as president, he moved to the 

newly organized University of Chicago where he became head of the Department of Geology, a 

position that he retained until he retired in 1919. Chamberlin died at the age of 85 in Chicago on 

November 15, 1928. 
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Appendix 1 a 

Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin 
(1843 -1938) 

Besides being the author of the first U.S. Geological Survey Water -Supply Paper, 
Chamberlin had numerous contributions to the origin of the solar system, climate 
changes, and distribution of glacial deposits (photograph from Davis, 2000). 
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(b) Frank Wigglesworth Clarke (1847 -1931) 
(Reference: Schaller, 1931) 

Frank Wigglesworth Clarke was the chief chemist for the USGS from 1883 through 1925. 

His laboratory was responsible for the analyses of a very large number of ground -water samples in 

addition to samples of rocks and minerals. Out of a long list of publications that Clarke authored, 
he is probably best known for his "Data of Geochemistry." This publication, initially issued in 1908, 

has undergone a series of revisions with additional data presented. The latest issue of the "Data of 
Geochemistry" was a series of USGS professional papers published in 1963 and written by various 

scientists of the USGS and dedicated to the memory of F. W. Clarke. 

Clarke was known by those in the USGS as "the professor," a title that was probably related 
to his pre -Survey time as a college teacher, first at Howard University (1873 -1874) and then at the 
University of Cincinnati (1874- 1883). 
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(c) Nelson Horatio Darton (1865 -1948) 
(Reference: Monroe, 1949) 

Unlike most of his contemporaries, Darton had little formal education. At the age of 14 he 
quit school to become a chemist's apprentice at a salary of $4.00 per week. Through hard work, 
home schooling by his father, and his practical experience, he was already a chemist accepted by 

other chemists at the young age of 16 when he was elected a member of the American Chemical 
Society. His interest in geology was first stimulated by Lyell's Principles of Geology. His initial 
three publications were in 1882 when he was only 17. They concerned minerals found in the vicinity 
of New York City. He quickly made friends with J. W. Powell, G. K. Gilbert, Bailey Willis, and 
other well -known geologists of his day. He eventually accepted a position with the USGS and 
started work in January, 1886. His first task with the Survey was a bibliographic compilation of 
geologic publications related to various regions of interest. Field mapping, however, soon became 
his forte. He went to the western states and territories where, from 1895 to 1907, he made geologic 
maps of thousands of square miles, covering an amazing amount of land --all by foot, horseback, and 
buggy. He outlined numerous hydrogeologic systems including the famed Dakota Sandstone of the 
Dakotas and adjacent states. In doing so, he provided the stratigraphic framework for the vast Great 
Plains region. 

Darton reached mandatory retirement age in 1935, but his full -time employment was 
extended for one year by a special order from President F. D. Roosevelt. Except for three unhappy 
years with the newly formed U.S. Bureau of Mines (1910- 1913), Darton was an employee of the 
USGS. Nevertheless, he did take on brief foreign assignments in Cuba, Dominican Republic, 
Venezuela, and Mexico. His work in Mexico entailed a reconnaissance of Baja California, which 
was largely dry, desolate, and uninhabited. Well -traveled ro ds were nonexistent on the 800 -mile- 
long (1,300 km) peninsula. Mexicans who lived at the southern tip and went back and forth to the 
mainland by boat simply could not believe that this 55-year-old Norteamericano made the impossible 
trip by land. 

Darton was vigorous and active until the end of his life. He gave a lecture on the geology 
of the Washington, D.C., area only a few days before his death on February 28, 1948. 
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Appendix 1 c 

Nelson Horatio Darton 
(1865-1948) 

Pioneer hydrogeologist of the U.S. Geological Survey. Darton made early survey of 
High Plains of the United States (photograph from U.S. Geological Survey). 
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(d) William Morris Davis (1850 -1934) 
(References: Buwalda, 1934; Daly, 1944; Johnson, 1934) 

William Morris Davis was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on Februaryl2, 1850. He 

graduated from Harvard University in 1869. He continued his studies at Harvard where he was 

awarded a Master of Engineering degree in 1870. He was next a field assistant to Pumpelly, after 
which he spent three years at a meteorological station at Cordoba, Argentina. Davis returned to 

Harvard in 1877 where he was successively a graduate assistant, instructor, assistant professor, then 
full professor in 1890. He taught at Harvard until his retirement in 1912. He maintained an active 
intellectual life in retirement, spending time lecturing at various universities in Oregon, Arizona, and 
California. His last three years were at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, 
California, where he died on February 5, 1934. 

Davis contributed to a large variety of scientific topics including meteorology, regional 

geology, and geomorphology. He is best known for placing geomorphology in an organized 
framework. His writings on the erosion cycle are well -known examples of careful and clear 
exposition. He not only synthesized existing knowledge but added his own interpretations. In 

hydrogeology, his important contribution was on the origin of limestone caverns, which came late 

in his career when he was 80 years old. 

Both Douglas Johnson (1934) and John Buwalda (1934) wrote extensive memorials for W. 

M. Davis. It is interesting to note that neither author mentioned Davis' article on limestone caverns, 
an article that rivals in importance his voluminous writings on the cycle of erosion by surface waters 

or other important writings such as those on the origin of coral atolls. 
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Appendix 1 d 

William Morris Davis 
(1865 -1948) 

Most prominent geomorphologist of his day. Davis wrote fundamental paper on 

origin of limestone caverns (photograph from Davis, 2000). 
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(e) Myron Leslie Fuller (1873 -1960) 

(Much of the biographical information related to Fuller was supplied by the Fuller Craft 
Museum.) 

Myron Fuller was a man of amazing energy and very broad accomplishments. He was 

originally from Brockton, Massachusetts. He graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in 1896 and taught at the same school for a few years prior to an appointment at the 
USGS in 1902. His first publication was issued before employment by the USGS and was centered 

on Carboniferous fossils in the Narragansett Basin. Other pre -1902 publications were on diverse 

topics such as the origin of pegmatites, glacial erratics, geomorphology of the New England 

coastline, and glacial till. His first USGS publications were geologic quadrangle maps and 

evaluations of coal reserves. For the period of 1904 through 1912, most of the publications (37 total) 
related directed to hydrogeology. Several other publications starting in 1905 dealt with earthquakes, 
most notably those centered in New Madrid (Missouri), Charleston (South Carolina), San Francisco 

(California), and the island of Jamaica. Also, scattered in his list of publications are several related 

to the occurrence of oil and gas. The following discussion will center on Fuller's contributions to 

hydrogeology as well as his philanthropic interests. 
Fuller's contributions to hydrogeology encompass at least four facets. First, he managed and 

outlined work that defined the geologic framework, which controlled ground -water occurrence in 

the entire eastern part of the United States. Second, he revised and improved the scientific 

explanation of artesian aquifers. Third, he made one of the earliest attempts at determining the "total 
amount of free water in the earth's crust." Fourth, he brought into sharp focus the ever present 

dangers of ground -water pollution. 

Fuller's writings on ground -water pollution are especially prophetic in view of today's 
widespread problems. He was one of the first American hydrogeologists to be concerned with the 
legal ramifications ofpollution as evidenced by the fact that he was responsible for ordering the first 
review of the legal aspects of the topic published by the USGS (Johnson, 1905). The scope of 
Fuller's understanding ofpollution is best seen in his Water- Supply Paper 255, "Underground waters 
for farm use" (Fuller, 1910). Sources of pollution of ground water that are discussed include typhoid 
bacteria, cesspools, cattle, farm fertilizers, horses and mules, falling leaves, drainage from roads, 

windblown dust and dirt, cemeteries, hog pens, slops, manured fields, hen yards, and upward leakage 
from deeper saline water. 

Fuller evidently knew how to handle money. From all of his activities he was able to 
accumulate a tidy fortune. These activities ranged from cranberry production to oil and gas 

discoveries to ground -water consulting. He was for a while the chief geologist for Sun Oil 

Company. He gave a million dollars for the purpose of establishing an art museum and cultural 
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center in Brockton. The formal name of the center is the Fuller Craft Museum and is a fitting 

memorial to a great scientist and outstanding humanitarian. 
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(f) Arnold Hague (1840 -1917) 
(References: Diller, 1917; Iddings, 1918) 

Arnold Hague had the advantage of the best geological training available at that time. As a 

youth, he went to the Albany Academy. His formal college education was at Yale's Sheffield 

Scientific School. The next three years (1863 -1866) were spent in Germany at the University of 
Göttingen, the University of Heidelberg, and the famous Freiberg School of Mines. 

Clarence King, the first director of the USGS, was at Yale at the same time as Arnold Hague. 

King invited Hague and his older brother, James Duncan Hague, to join the special survey of the 

West that was officially known as the "Geological Exploration of the 40th Parallel." This work 

started on the Pacific Coast in 1867, and the field work was completed in the autumn of 1872. 

Hague next worked in Guatemala and China before being hired again by King as a member of the 

newly organized USGS in 1879. 

In 1883, Hague was designated as the geologist for the Yellowstone National Park that had 

been formed in 1872. Most of the subsequent work of Hague was focused on the geology and 

hydrogeology of the geysers and hot springs of the park. 

Hague was held in high esteem by his fellow geologists as evidenced by the fact that he was 

elected president of the Geological Society of America for the year of 1910. 
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(g) Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden (1829 -1887) 
(References: Cassidy, 2000; Goetzmann, 1966) 

Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden was born in Westfield, Massachusetts, in 1829. At an early age 

he was sent by his widowed mother to live with an uncle near Rochester, New York. He graduated 
from Oberlin College then entered Albany Medical College where he received his M.D. degree in 
1853. Like many scientists of the day, Hayden had evidently little interest in following a career in 

medicine. The M.D. degree was only a stepping stone that gave him the needed background in 

chemistry and other related topics. During the Civil War, however, he did return to medical practice 

as an "acting assistant surgeon" ( Goetzmann, 1966, p. 495). Hayden's geologic work was initially 
for James Hall of the New York State Geological Survey. In 1853, Hall sent him to South Dakota 
on his first geologic expedition. From that time to near the end of his life he was involved with 
exploration and geologic studies in the West. 

Hayden's early publications focused primarily on paleontology, commonly with F. B. Meek 
as coauthor. As Hayden's exploration evolved into a larger and better organized effort, many of 
Hayden's publications assumed a regional viewpoint and included sections on stratigraphy, 
economic geology, and geologic mapping. Although Hayden's survey, under the title of United 
States Geological Survey of the Territories was the earliest and one of the most productive of the 
western surveys, competition for federal funds and overlapping areas of interest brought acrimony 
to the surface. Principal leaders of other surveys, of whom C. King, J. W. Powell, and G. M. 

Wheeler were most important, sought congressional support for their separate organizations. 
According to Goetzmann (1966, p. 578 -591), the bickering and arguments continued off and on from 
1871 to 1879 when the USGS was formed. The USGS then assumed responsibility for geologic 
exploration of the West, and Hayden was sidelined. 
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(h) Edward Hitchcock (1793 -1864) 
(Reference: Lesley, 1866) 

Edward Hitchcock was one of the fathers of geology in the United States. He was born in 

Massachusetts in 1793. His father was a farmer and a veteran of the Revolutionary War. Edward's 

earliest scientific inclinations appeared to be towards astronomy. As a youth, he gained some well - 

deserved notoriety by recalculating celestial positions reported in Mr. Blunt's Nautical Almanac. 

He found abundant published errors and so informed the publisher who ignored the youth. Edward 

was not to be set aside, so he published his report in the regional newspaper. 

At age 22 years, Hitchcock taught school in Deerfield in northcentral Massachusetts. At age 

27 he was a professor teaching chemistry at Amherst College. At age 32 years, in addition to his 

teaching, he was made chief of the Geological Survey of Massachusetts. At age 37 he was awarded 

the Doctor of Laws degree from Harvard University. The same year he was elected the first 

president of the newly formed American Association for the Advancement of Science. At age 51, 

he was named president of Amherst College, a position that he held until his death 20 years later. 

Hitchcock is most frequently remembered for his studies of fossil dinosaur tracks in Triassic 

shale from the Connecticut Valley. Because the tracks were made by a biped and appeared to be 

similar to but much larger than birds, he ascribed the tracks to extinct giant birds. Another of his 

papers described metamorphosed conglomerates, bearing deformed pebbles. Although rarely cited, 

his work with the temperature of well water was both forward looking and, in the context of the then 

current knowledge of physics, perfectly logical. 
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(i) Marion King Hubbert (1903 -1989) 
(References: Doan, 1994; Hubbert, 1940; Hubbert, 1982) 

Horatio Alger could not have invented a more interesting hero than Marion King Hubbert. 
He was born on October 5, 1903, in a farming community in central Texas. After completing two 
years in a local junior college, he was determined to become a student at the University of Chicago. 
But, he had no money to travel to Chicago. He then hatched a plan. He would spend the summer 
working on the wheat harvest that worked northward as the season progressed. He would then arrive 
in Chicago in time to get a local job and earn enough money to enter the university in the spring 
semester. His plan was executed except that he worked on a railroad crew on the northernmost leg 
of his trek. 

At the university he was told that he must major in some subject. The young maverick's 
huffy reply was reported to be, "I didn't come here to major, I came to get an education." He 

eventually selected a double major, geology and physics, with a minor in mathematics. He received 
his B.S. degree in 1926, his M.S. degree in 1928, and his Ph.D. degree in 1937, all from the 
University of Chicago. Hubbert taught at Columbia University from 1931 to 1940 with summers 
spent working for the Illinois Geological Survey. Subsequently, he worked a number of years for 
Shell Oil Company, then in his later years he split his time between academic appointments and 
work for the USGS. 

Hubbert was an incurable crank when it came to the application of physics and mathematics 
to problems in the earth sciences. The lack of attention to dimensional analysis was a particularly 
grievous sin in his eyes. Besides being always correct, he was not backward about exposing other 
people's fallacious reasoning. These traits led sometimes to uneasy relations with other scientists. 
As Doan (1994) stated, Hubbert "...neither needed nor accepted advice and supervision...." His 
many contributions, nevertheless, to structural geology, petroleum engineering, resource assessment, 
and hydrogeology stand as a monument to this truly great scientist. 
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Appendix li-a 

Marion King Hubbert 
(1903 -1989) 

One of the outstanding scientists of the 20" century (Geological Society of America 
presidential photograph, 1962). 
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(j) Charles Edward Jacob (1914 -1970) 

(Reference: Titus, 1973) 

C. E. Jacob was universally viewed as a talented, friendly, and very dynamic individual, so 

it was a most profound shock to the hydrogeology profession that he died of a heart attack in Los 

Angeles on January 30, 1970. Thus ended prematurely one of the stellar contributors to our 
profession. 

C. E. Jacob was born on September 3, 1914, in Mesa, Arizona. Soon after his birth, his 
parents moved to Salt Lake City where he grew up. He attended the University of Utah where he 
received his B.S. in civil engineering in 1935. He continued his education at Columbia University 
in New York. He obtained his M.S. in civil engineering in 1936. From 1936 through 1947 he 

worked for the USGS, Ground Water Division. From 1947 through 1952, after leaving the USGS, 
he was head of the Department of Geophysics, College of Mines and Mineral Industries, at the 
University of Utah. From 1953 through 1955, he was a professor at Brigham Young University, then 

a lecturer at California Institute of Technology. Finally, from 1965 to his death in 1970, he was a 
professor at the New Mexico School of Mines and Technology at Socorro, New Mexico. Starting 
in 1947, Jacob was a widely sought -after consultant. This, together with his academic duties, kept 
him in a continual flurry of activity. 

C. E. Jacob's contributions to hydrogeology were numerous and of a fundamental nature. 

His early work with the mechanical flexibility of aquifers was followed by a simplification of the 
Theis equation, then a series of papers outlining the fundamentals of leaky aquifer analyses. 
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Appendix lj 

Charles E. Jacob 
(1914 -1970) 

The contributions of Jacob were numerous and of a fundamental nature (photograph 
from Titus, 1973). 
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(k) Walter Curran Mendenhall (1871 -1957) 
(References: Deming, 2004; Leighton, 1958) 

Walter Curran Mendenhall received his B.S. degree in 1895 from Ohio Normal University, 
known later as Ohio Northern University. Before 1895, he had worked part time for the USGS, and 
he became a full -time employee after graduation. His first work as a geologist was with a study of 
coal deposits in West Virginia. He was junior author when the work was published in 1896. 

Mendenhall next took leave from the USGS to study at Harvard (1896 -1897) and later to study at 
Heidelberg (1899 -1900). 

Mendenhall spent four field seasons working in Alaska. This resulted in several publications 
including one semipopular article in the National Geographic Magazine. After his work in Alaska, 
he was assigned to the USGS Division of Hydrology under N. H. Darton. He then completed 
ground -water studies in southern California and in the San Joaquin Valley of central California. He 
was transferred to headquarters in Washington, D.C., in 1908 where he rose through several 
administrative positions to become director of the USGS in 1930. 

Mendenhall became director of the USGS at a very difficult time. Authorization "...for 
fundamental research in geologic sciences" had finally been obtained in 1930, but this was without 
funding because of severe belt -tightening due to the Great Depression. Funding was essentially cut 
in half between 1930 and 1935. However, through careful administration, funding was more than 
restored at the time of Mendenhall's retirement in 1943. 

Many of Mendenhall's contemporaries expressed great regret that such an obviously brilliant 
scientist was shackled with administrative paperwork. Nevertheless, he was an excellent 
administrator. Leighton, himself an administrator in Illinois, concluded in his memorial that "...the 
well - springs of a scientific organization lie in good administration. Dr. Mendenhall's personality, 
understanding, vision, scientific ability, and integrity made him a great scientist- administrator" 
(Leighton, 1958, p. 685). Leighton added further concerning Mendenhall's personality, "He prized 
humility for himself, yet with it came distinction" (p. 688). 
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Appendix l k 

Walter Curran Mendenhall 
(1871 -1957) 

Outstanding U.S. Geological Survey hydrogeologist noted for his quantitative studies 
in southern California (photograph from U.S. Geological Survey). 
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(1) David Dale Owen (1807 -1860) 
(Reference: Hendrickson, 1943) 

David Dale Owen was born in 1807 in New Lanark, Scotland. He moved to the United States 

with his father, Robert Owen (1771- 1858), who was a well -known social reformer. Together with 

William Maclure (1763 -1840), Robert Owen purchased property in southern Indiana from the 

Harmonic Society, a religious group with a communal society. Robert Owen returned to Europe in 

1827, leaving the property to Maclure who was an important early geologist in the United States. 

Robert Owen's four sons, which included David Dale Owen, stayed in the United States. 

David Dale Owen received university training in medicine, geology, and chemistry in Europe. 

He returned to Indiana and married Caroline Neef in 1837. He was granted use of a large building 

constructed by the Harmonic Society for grain storage. The building was known as the Rapp 

Granary, named after Father George Rapp, leader of the Harmonic Society. David Dale Owen later 

purchased the building from Maclure's estate in 1843. In the 1840's and 1850's, the granary was the 

centerpiece of an amazing collection of entomologists, geologists, botanists, artists, educators, and 

others drawn to the intellectual life of the new community of New Harmony. With his combined 

library, museum, and chemical laboratory in the granary, David Dale Owen was one of the 

community leaders. 

Owen slowly built the most important geologic center of the day with geological survey 

teams operating in several different states and territories. The growth of this geologic empire was 

not without detractors. David Dale Owen' s older brother Robert Dale Owen was an important and 

influential politician both locally in Indiana as well as nationally in the U.S. Congress. Robert Dale 

Owen' s political enemies accused him of nepotism, citing the number of relatives, particularly David 

Dale Owen, who benefitted from government jobs and contracts. This may help explain the 

widespread activity of the geologic surveys based in New Harmony. As far as the personal character 

of David Dale Owen is concerned, however, it is doubtful that he would have taken a dishonest step 

in his activities. He was a vocal temperance advocate and was deeply concerned about the economic 

welfare of the nation. 
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(m) Charles Sumner Slichter (1864 -1946) 
(References: Ingraham, 1972; Wang, 1987) 

C. S. Slichter was born in St. Paul, Minnesota, on April 16, 1864. He moved with his parents 
to Chicago in 1869. He obtained a B.S. in mathematics from Northwestern University in 1885 and 
later an M.S. degree and an honorary Doctor of Science degree. Slichter began his long career 
teaching mathematics at the University of Wisconsin (Madison) in 1886. He remained at the 
university until his retirement in 1934. During his final 14 years of academic work, he was dean of 
the graduate school at the University of Wisconsin. 

Slichter was an applied mathematician. The only paper that he published in a mathematics 
journal had the title, "The mixing effect of surface waves." Slichter combined field work, laboratory 
experimentation, and mathematical analyses in his contributions to hydrogeology. He did field work 
in Kansas, New York, California, and along the Rio Grande as well as other locations. He was 
among the earliest individuals in the United States who used injected tracers to obtain ground -water 
velocities. He was also probably the first American who recognized that the steady -state 
distributions of ground -water potentials could be described by Laplace's equation. In addition, he 
also made contributions to the understanding of fluid dispersion, well hydraulics, and the theory of 
ground -water flow. Results of Slichter's scientific work were published mostly in the interval 
between 1898 and 1911. 

Slichter's work in hydrogeology was sponsored by the USGS, and it was done in close 
cooperation with Franklin H. King, a soil physicist also of the University of Wisconsin. Years 
before, King had been a student of T. C. Chamberlin at Whitewater Normal School, and Chamberlin 
was the president of the University of Wisconsin during the period of 1887 -1892, which was 
probably within the critical start-up period for the research of King and Slichter. Incidentally, 
Chamberlin was also a part-time employee of the USGS during this period and most likely was in 
a position to recommend his faculty for the hydrogeologic research. 

According to (1972), Slichter was a man of great personal charm with an impish sense of 
humor. This fine gentleman passed away in 1946. 
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Appendix lm 

Charles Sumner Slichter 
(1864-1946) 

First American to introduce the use of higher mathematics to help describe the 
movement of ground water. For many years he was dean of graduate studies at the 
University of Wisconsin, Madison (Ingraham, 1972; Wang, 1987). 
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(n) Charles Vernon Theis (1900 -1987) 
(References: Anderson, 1989; Clebsch, 1993; Freeze, 1985) 

Theis was born in Newport, Kentucky, which is in the northern tip of the state, about 20 mi 
(30 km) southwest of Cincinnati, Ohio. He was the second son of Edwin David and Ida Holbrook 
Theis. He was a diligent student and finished high school at the age of 16, two years earlier than 
normal. He entered the University of Cincinnati in 1917, served briefly in the U.S. Army during 
World War I, and graduated with a degree in civil engineering in 1922. Following undergraduate 
work, he started graduate studies in geology, also at the University of Cincinnati. During a few 
summers, he worked for the Kentucky State Geological Survey. Theis received his Ph.D. degree in 
geology in 1929, the first granted in geology at the university. He married Gladys Hunting, an 
accomplished artist, in 1927. 

His work in Kentucky took him into the "back woods" of the state. Since there were no 
hotels or other formal places for night lodging, he would ask local inhabitants, "Can you put me up 
for the night ?" Theis estimated that he did this about 200 times with only two refusals. One refusal 
was because of sickness in the house, and the other was "...where several men were drinking so they 
could better enjoy a religious revival meeting." 

Theis first worked for the USGS in Utah during the summer of 1927. He became a full -time 
employee in July, 1930, and his initial assignment was to work in Tennessee. His first contact with 
O. E. Meinzer was late in 1930 when he went to Washington, D.C., to fmish his report on the work 
in Tennessee. All accounts, both written and oral, indicate that the relation between Meinzer and 
Theis was uneasy at best. Meinzer evidently did not believe Theis' work with nonequilibrium 
ground -water flow was of any great importance. Theis probably had Meinzer in mind when he wrote 
to C. I. Lubin and mentioned his attempt to get help with some partial derivatives. Theis stated, "I 
can't get much cooperation from my chief because, I believe, that as a geologist he rather believes 
that the use of mathematics to a geologist ceases with arithmetic" (Freeze, 1985). 

Charles Vernon Theis, or simply "CV" as his wife and his many acquaintances called him, 
is best known for his equation describing nonequilibrium flow of ground water towards a well. In 
a sense, this recognition overshadows his many other important accomplishments. Hydrogeologic 
problems that he worked on included long -term water balance in the High Plains, water supplies in 
areas of permafrost, diversion of water from a nearby stream by a pumping well, isolation of 
radioactive waste, dispersion and aquifer heterogeneities, and ground -water flow in anisotropic 
media. He also taught a course as a part-time employee for a number of years at Columbia 
University. 

Theis retired in 1970, but he still maintained an active association with the USGS as a 
"rehired annuitant" and as a volunteer worker. Theis died on July 31, 1987. 
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Appendix 1 n 

Charles Vernon Theis 
(1900 -1987) 

Theis published the first practical equation to describe nonequilibrium flow of 
ground water toward a well (photograph from U.S. Geological Survey). 
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(o) Cyrus Fischer Tolman, Jr. (1873 -1942) 
(References: Kildale, 1943; Tolman, 1899; Tolman, 1937) 

Cyrus Fischer Tolman, Jr., authored the first textbook in the English language that was 

focused on the geologic aspects of ground water (Tolman, 1 937). He was initially interested in ore 

deposits, particularly those in Arizona where he was Territorial Geologist and professor of geology 

and mining at the University of Arizona. During the first 18 years of his professional publications, 

all except one of these dealt with either ore deposits or with regional and structural geology. The 

exception was his first paper that discussed the relation between carbon dioxide dissolved in ocean 

water and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (Tolman, 1899), a topic of present -day intense interest 

because of the greenhouse effect of carbon dioxide and the consequent warming of the global 

climate. Tolman moved to Stanford University in 1912, where his consulting practice brought him 

in close contact with ground -water problems. His growing interest in the topic led to the 

introduction of ground -water related topics in his teaching and from there to the publication of his 

textbook (Appendix 1 o). 

"Chief' Tolman, as he was affectionately known, retired from teaching at Stanford University 

in 1938. He died of a heart attack on October 13, 1942. 
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Appendix 1 o 

This book is dedicated not to any individual, but to the cause 
of enlightenment. It is hoped that it will help to clear away hazy 
notions regarding underground water and its mysterious movements 
and substitute therefor clear pictures of the occurrence and motions 
of ground water and the character and properties of the ground-water 
reservoirs. It is perhaps too much to hope that it will eradicate 
popular superstition regarding underground water. The writer was 

chastened in regard to bis hopes in this matter when he learned that 

one of his students who took charge of the upkeep and engineering of 
a large privato school used the witte.+ stick to locate the first well 
drilled under his supervision. The only consolation gotten out of 
this sad affair was that the first well was a failure. 

Portion of Tolman's early draft of his book on ground water (from library of S. N. 
Davis). 
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Appendix 2 

GENERAL COMMENTS AND PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS 

OF S. N. DAVIS 

(a) Hydrogeology was well established, but not widely recognized, by the late 1940's when I entered 

the University of Nevada in Reno. Initially, I had intended on enrolling in the Mackay School of 
Mines. At that time the dean of the college interviewed all new students. My interview went well 

until he asked about my interests. I told him my interest was ground water. The dean had a puzzled 

expression and fell silent for a few awkward moments. Then he brightened as if he had resolved a 

difficult problem. He said, "Yes, I guess we do have problems with water in some of our mines." 

I did not enter the Mackay School of Mines, but put together my own program in the university 

outside the School of Mines. 

(b) During colonial days, many of the college instructors came from England. According to 

Hornberger (1968), the first person to be employed to teach science by an institution of higher 

learning in the British colonies was a Mr. LeFevre. He was employed from 1711 to 1712. It was 

not an auspicious start for science in the Americas. LeFevre was required to send his female 

companion, an "idle hussy," back to London. This unsavory start was followed by drunkenness and 

"unspecified irregularities," which led to his prompt dismissal. 

Institutional interest in science developed slowly in the colonies and the new nation. By 1802, 

there were only 21 full -time jobs in science, most of which were in the 16 full- fledged colleges 

operating at the time (Homberger, 1968). 

© The quality of public water supplies has been of concern from the earliest days of the new 

republic. An illustration of an unusual view is found in a letter of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, British 

engineer, to John Miller, Esquire, concerning cost estimates for a municipal system to supply water 

to the City of Philadelphia. His bias against the development of ground water sources (from springs) 

is evident when he stated that river water, unlike spring water, is free from noxious elements. He 

further made the most unlikely pronouncement that Indians never drank spring water (Latrobe, 

1798). 
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(d) One of the careful accounts of an early yellow fever epidemic was written by Valentine Seaman 
(1796), the same New York medical doctor who studied the chemistry of water from Saratoga 

Springs, New York. Although he noted the abundance of mosquitoes coincident with the epidemic, 
he did not recognize the fact that they transmitted the disease. He did, however, present abundant 

evidence that the disease was not transmitted by person -to- person contact. Seaman considered that 
the disease came from noxious vapors rising out of "pools of putrefaction." The pools, of course, 

were breeding grounds for the hordes of mosquitoes, some of which transmitted the disease from the 
sick to healthy victims. The association of the disease with urban filth was pointed out forcefully 

by Seaman. 

(e) A quaint part of Seaman's M.D. thesis (Seaman, 1809, p. 106 -111) relates to his experiments 
with earthworms. The question to be answered was whether or not mineral water from the springs 
at Saratoga and Ballston would be useful in combating intestinal parasites. Seaman subjected 
earthworms to CO2 gas, mineral water, and water saturated with CO2. Although worms seemed to 

be killed within minutes, they could revive. The worms "died irrecoverably" in less than two hours. 

These experiments were thought to show that the mineral water, if consumed in sufficient quantities, 

would be effective against tapeworms and other internal worm -like parasites that were known at the 
time. 

(f) David Hosack (1769 -1835) was a prominent physician as well as a noted botanist who lived in 

New York. He received his bachelor's degree from Princeton University in 1789 and did post- 
graduate studies at Edinburgh. Hosack had numerous friends who were well -known citizens. These 
included Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton. Hosack was the attending physician at their tragic 
duel in 1804. He gave emergency medical care to the mortally wounded Hamilton and was one of 
the pallbearers at his funeral. 

(g) The creation of the Smithsonian Institution was due in part to the efforts of Robert Dale Owen, 
the older brother of David Dale Owen. James Smithson, an Englishman, had left over $500,000 in 

his will for the establishment of an institution in the United States that would be dedicated to the 

advancement of knowledge. The money was a very large sum for its day. Surprisingly, many in the 

United States Congress thought that it would be illegal to accept this "foreign" money from a person 
who had never even set foot in the United States. After about 10 years of political bickering, Robert 
Dale Owen wrote and helped pass a bill that formally accepted the money that founded the 
Smithsonian Institution, which has, of course, been one of the most important sponsors of scientific 

work in the United States from about 1845 onward. 
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(h) The publication record, as given by Nickles (1923) of 12 active geoscientists whose professional 
work started four or more years before the Civil War and ended four or more years after the Civil 
War, failed to show a decrease in publication frequency during the four years of conflict. 
Geoscientists tabulated were L. Agassiz, W. P. Blake, G. J. Brush, T. A. Conrad, J. D. Dana, J. Hall, 

B. Silliman, Jr., F. V. Hayden, C. H. Hitchcock, L. Lesquereux, F. B. Meek, and A. Winchell. The 

sum of all publications dated 1856 to 1860 was 147, the sum of publications during the war (1861- 
1865) was 185, and for 1866 to 1870 the total was 192. 

(I) Some American hydrogeologists refer to O. E. Meinzer simply as the father of ground -water 
hydrology, not only of the United States but of the entire world. This probably reflects a bit of 
chauvinism. Other very influential engineers and scientists came into prominence prior to Meinzer. 

Examples mentioned in Chapter 2 are Phillip Forchheimer of Austria, Gunther Thiem of Germany, 

A. Daubrée of France, Joseph Lucas of Britain, and René D'Andrimont of Belgium, to name a few. 

(j) With outstanding women hydrogeologists in prominence today, exemplified by Mary Anderson, 
the late Shirley Dreiss, and many others, it is difficult to imagine a time when this was not so. 

However, very few women in the United States contributed to hydrogeology prior to 1940. One of 
the exceptions was Florence Bascom (1904); another was Margaret S. Flynn. Bascom was the sole 
author of a Water -Supply and Irrigation Paper that described the water resources of the region around 
Philadelphia. Bascom's specialty was petrology and general regional geology, and this was her only 

published venture into hydrogeology. She was the outstanding woman geologist and educator of her 
day. She lived from 1862 to 1945. 

Little is recorded concerning Margaret Flynn. According to an introductory note in her only 
publication, she had helped her husband with his work and was able to complete the publication after 
his untimely death. Her husband was listed as senior author (Flynn and Flynn, 1904). The 
publication dealt with a large number of diverse topics including local ground -water supplies. 

(k) The great Hetch Hetchy controversy in California was probably the first nation -wide water issue 
related to environmental concerns. The central problem was the future water supply for San 

Francisco and the proposal to flood Hetch Hetchy Valley within Yosemite National Park to form the 
keystone reservoir of the new system. The famous naturalist, John Muir (1838 -1914), led the early 

part of the futile battle to preserve the sanctity of the park. The chief engineer for San Francisco, M. 

M. O'Shaughnessy, viewed the entire episode involving "...certain coteries of so- called `nature - 

lovers'..." with poorly disguised disdain (O'Shaughnessy, 1925). 

The main focus of the preliminary investigations was centered on potential water supplies from 

various streams in the Sierra Nevada. Ground water, however, formed a small but important part 
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of the picture. The Spring Valley Water Company that supplied San Francisco and was taken over 
by the city had already developed a large well field at Pleasanton as well as an infiltration gallery at 

Sunol, both on the east side of San Francisco Bay (Turner, 1959). Strangely, the company had also 
drilled a series of test holes at the edge of the salt marsh on the west side of the bay near Palo Alto. 

These wells were not developed and remained open for several years. They were eventually plugged, 
but not after they had become an avenue for contamination of underlying aquifers. 

(1) G. "Burke" Maxey once told me that the Ground Water Branch was the only unit in the USGS 

that was hiring geologists during the Great Depression. Consequently, newly graduated geologists 
indicated ground water as their primary interest on their Civil Service application form when in 

actual fact they may have been paleontologists, stratigraphers, or mineralogists by training. Despite 

this, the quality of personnel employed was generally excellent. 

(m) Kirk Bryan of Harvard University was critical of the term permafrost because it combined Latin 
(penna) with Anglo Saxon (frost). He observed with obvious sarcasm that the word "permafrost" 
is "...an etymological monstrosity...." He further observed that "It sounds like a trade name for a 
refrigerator and `permaform' and ̀ permalift' actually exist as the trade names of types of brassieres." 
Bryan (1946, p. 635) suggested using "pergelisol" as a substitute for permafrost. Today, few people 
would even recognize the term pergelisol; permafrost is universally used. 

(n) J Harlan Bretz evidently took pride in a disheveled appearance. My first encounter with him 
was during a Friends of the Pleistocene trip in Nebraska. We stayed one night in the most elegant 
hotel in Lincoln. At supper, I sat across from an elderly man in dirty field clothing with a ruddy 
complexion who did not even take off his mud -splattered metal hardhat when he ate. I was told that 
this was the well -known Professor Bretz. A few years later when Mark Melton went to the 
University of Chicago as a young instructor, he was told where his office would be. When he got 

there, he saw an elderly worker wearing a hardhat shuffling around in the far end of his new office. 
Mark, of course, needed help settling into his quarters, so he ordered the apparent janitor to empty 
the wastebasket, move out some boxes, and dust the furniture. The "janitor" complied. Mark was 
aghast when he found out that the janitor was actually the Professor Bretz who was moving his 
things out of his old office to make room for Mark. Bretz had a good sense of humor because he 
evidently enjoyed the encounter. 

(o) Takaharu Fukutomi, former professor of geophysics at Hokkaido University in Sapporo, Japan, 
was one of the leading experts in the 1960's on hot springs, particularly those associated with 
volcanism. I asked him once what inspired him to specialize in this topic. He had, at one time, 
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concentrated on sea ice formation and movement. He told me that during this former research, he 
had fallen into the freezing ocean twice. The second time had nearly fatal consequences. He then 
reflected on his specialty and decided to switch to something a bit more soothing. So, the abundant 
Japanese hot -water spas beckoned him. 

(p) My contacts with M. King Hubbert were always stimulating and informative, but almost always 
one -sided. I remember clearly the time that I wanted to know what his assessment of the degree of 
general acceptance was ofthe term "hydraulic conductivity" as opposed to the so- called Meinzer unit 
of permeability. I had been using the term "hydraulic conductivity" for several years but was 
curious. Rather than take the question as an evaluation of the degree of professional acceptance, in 
essence a popularity poll, the tone of his terse reply was essentially of a combatant defending his turf 
He let me know that he had proposed using the term "hydraulic conductivity" -end of discussion. 

(q) M. K. Hubbert started his professional career at Columbia University, home base of Douglas 
Johnson, a geomorphologist who was at the time probably the most visible member of the faculty. 
One of the topics of lively discussion of the time was the origin of submarine canyons. Professor 
Johnson published a theory of origin couched in smooth erudite terms. Not long after this, Instructor 
Hubbert, also of Columbia, stated in his famous 1940 paper that Professor Johnson' s idea was about 
as logical as expecting smoke to go down rather than up a chimney. Instructor Hubbert left 
Columbia to work for Shell Oil Company. Today, many would consider Hubbert the most 
outstanding earth scientist of his century. The name of Douglas Johnson is virtually unknown today 
except as a footnote in the history of geomorphology. 

(r) I saw C. V. Theis on several occasions but had only one extended conversation with him in the 
early 1960's. He impressed me as a kind and soft- spoken man. I felt privileged when he pulled one 
of his prized possessions out of his desk. It was an impressive extra -long slide rule. He proudly 
demonstrated that it could obtain answers to four significant places. I often wondered what he did 
with the slide rule after the advent of hand -held calculators. 
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ADDENDUM 

Professor T. N. Narasimhan has recently published an article with the title "Hydrogeology 

in North America: past and future." This important paper brings the history up to about 1980, in 

contrast with our paper, which has a cut -off date of 1950. In addition, Professor Narasimhan covers 

some topics that are not discussed in detail in our paper. He has also included a chronological list 

of events important to hydrogeology. These events range from 1580 to 1976. 

Reference: 

Narasimhan, T. N., 2005, Hydrogeology in North America: past and future: Hydrogeology Journal, 
v. 13, p. 7 -24. 
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